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ABSTRACT

Investigations into a zero-emission gas turbine engine having carbon dioxide as the working fluid have raised a number of questions regarding the effects of working fluid properties on the aerodynamics of turbomachinery. The present research investigated the aerodynamic performance of centrifugal compressors for use in alternative working fluids. The research focused on the re-design and analysis of a new centrifugal compressor which uses carbon dioxide as the working fluid. It was intended to provide both experimental data and computational predictions for the compressor performance. However, due to time constraints only detailed aerodynamic predictions could be made. Instead, experimental data were collected for a commercial centrifugal compressor from an automotive turbocharger. The experimental data from the turbocharger compressor were used to validate the computational methods for the same geometry. In addition, the experimental testing was used to develop new measurement techniques which provide measurements of the impeller outlet flow.

The re-designed compressor was also used to investigate the influence of working fluid on the compressor design geometry. To do so, a process using simple geometric modifications was developed to counteract the effect of the isentropic exponent on the impeller performance. It was found that the change in performance resulting from the change in working fluid could be partially counteracted.

Comparisons between the computations and the measurements made just downstream of the turbocharger compressor rotor demonstrated the challenges involved in obtaining impeller-only performance measurements. These challenges were the result of time varying and highly non-uniform flow exiting the rotor. The detailed aerodynamic predictions of the re-designed centrifugal compressor showed significant spanwise and circumferential variations in the impeller flow.
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# NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Speed of sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Flow nozzle diameter ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>Impeller blade height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>Absolute velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_D$</td>
<td>Flow nozzle discharge coefficient (Eqn. 4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ps}$</td>
<td>Static pressure coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>Specific heat at constant pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_v$</td>
<td>Specific heat at constant volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_h$</td>
<td>Hydraulic diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Surface roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Impeller axial length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_B$</td>
<td>Vane length along mean camber line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Specific enthalpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Mass fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_w$</td>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Rotational speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Reynolds number correction exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PR$</td>
<td>Total pressure ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta P )</td>
<td>Flow nozzle differential pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>Volume flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>Gas constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RF )</td>
<td>CFX-BladeGen+ refinement factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>Radius dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Re_{b2} )</td>
<td>Reynolds number ( \frac{P_{01}U_{2}b_{2}}{\mu} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_U )</td>
<td>Universal gas constant (8.314 kJ/kgK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RH )</td>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>Power input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>Impeller blade thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U )</td>
<td>Impeller blade speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>Relative velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta W )</td>
<td>Maximum relative velocity difference across the vane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y^+ )</td>
<td>y-plus; non-dimensional measure of the boundary layer resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta y )</td>
<td>Distance of the first node to the wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z )</td>
<td>Number of impeller blades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Greek Symbols:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>Absolute flow angle</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>Relative flow angle</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>Isentropic exponent</td>
<td>(none)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>Isentropic efficiency</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>Circumferential dimension</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Colebrook friction factor</td>
<td>(none)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \lambda \quad \text{Impeller wrap angle} \quad \text{deg} \]

\[ \mu \quad \text{Viscosity} \quad \text{Ns/m}^2 \]

\[ \Pi_m \quad \text{Non-dimensional mass flow parameter} \quad \text{(none)} \]

\[ \Pi_m = \frac{m \sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D^2} \sqrt{\frac{R}{\gamma}} \right) \]

\[ \Pi_N \quad \text{Non-dimensional speed parameter} \quad \text{(none)} \]

\[ \Pi_N = \frac{N}{\sqrt{T_{01}}} \left( \frac{D}{\sqrt{\gamma R}} \right) \]

\[ \rho \quad \text{Density} \quad \text{kg/m}^3 \]

\[ \sigma \quad \text{Slip factor} = \frac{C_{\theta 2}}{C_{\theta 1}} \quad \text{(none)} \]

\[ \tau \quad \text{Tip clearance height} \quad \text{m} \]

\[ \tau_w \quad \text{Wall shear stress} \quad \text{N/m}^2 \]

\[ \psi \quad \text{Work coefficient} = \frac{\Delta h_v}{U_2^2} \quad \text{(none)} \]

\[ \omega \quad \text{Specific humidity} \quad \text{(none)} \]

**Subscripts:**

0 \quad \text{Stagnation condition} \\
1 \quad \text{Inlet condition for compressor, impeller or volute} \\
2 \quad \text{Outlet condition for compressor, impeller or volute} \\
amb \quad \text{Ambient condition} \\
cr \quad \text{Critical value} \\
h \quad \text{Condition at impeller hub} \\
r \quad \text{Radial component (of velocity)} \\
rel \quad \text{Relative flow condition} \\
s \quad \text{Condition at impeller shroud, static conditions} \\
sat \quad \text{Saturation value} \]
sp  Specified condition

T  Test condition

TE  Condition at impeller trailing edge

x  Axial component (of velocity)

\( \theta \)  Tangential or circumferential component (of velocity)

**Superscripts:**

\( / \)  Ideal condition or blade metal angle

\( * \)  Condition at choking
1.0 INTRODUCTION

The technology advance of gas turbine design has led to the use of gas turbine engines in many sectors. Typically gas turbine engines used for power generation are large, simple cycle engines that are relatively clean burning. Within the power generating sector their has been a recent initiative to reduce carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions from all fossil fuel burning power plants including those powered by gas turbine engines. Due to this initiative gas turbine designers have begun to develop technologies to reduce CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel fired gas turbine engines.

The recent desire to reduce CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel burning power plants has led to several projects at Carleton University focused on developing the technology for gas turbines using alternative working fluids. One such project is the Raven Zero-Emissions Gas Turbine (RZEGT) project. The aim of the RZEGT project is to design a closed-cycle gas turbine engine for power generation using CO₂ as the working fluid. By using CO₂ as the working fluid the excess CO₂ produced during combustion can easily be bled from the system without the need for additional high energy devices. However, the closed-cycle gas turbine using CO₂ as the working fluid requires additional hardware which increases the cost and complexity of the engine. The use of an alternative working fluid also affects the aerodynamic performance of the turbomachinery. To date not all effects are fully understood and it was selected to further investigate the effect of fluid properties on the compressor. The investigation was carried out both experimentally and computationally using two centrifugal compressors.

The experimental investigations of this study utilized an existing rotating test rig located in the High Speed Wind Tunnel facility at Carleton University. The test rig is capable of providing overall stage performance data for a centrifugal compressor and has the ability to run in closed-cycle configuration such that the compressor can be tested in alternative working fluids. It was originally desired to obtain experimental data and
detailed aerodynamic performance predictions for the RZEGT compressor. To meet specific manufacturing constraints and to be able to be installed in the existing rotating test rig the compressor of the RZEGT project was re-designed as part of the present study. Throughout this work the re-designed compressor is referred to as the test rig compressor in reference to its intended use and to differentiate it from the original RZEGT compressor. During the design stage the test rig impeller was also used to investigate the influence of working fluid on the impeller design geometry. With manufacturing complete, the test rig impeller was ready for experimental testing and the results could be used to validate corresponding CFD predictions for the same geometry.

Detailed aerodynamic predictions of the test rig compressor were performed and are presented herein. However, due to time constraints the experimental testing of the test rig compressor could not be performed. Instead experimental data were collected and are presented for an existing Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor. The T04E-50 compressor was selected because it had previously been installed in the rotating test rig. In addition, a fully three-dimensional scan of the co-ordinates of the T04E-50 impeller was conducted and an accurate solids model created. The T04E-50 impeller could therefore be modelled within commercially available CFD software and the results could be compared to the experimental data. The comparison of experimental data to CFD predictions for the same geometry could therefore be used to validate the computational methods used. In preparation for future experimental testing of the test rig compressor modifications were made to the rotating test rig. These modifications included the addition of rotatable total pressure probes near the impeller outlet. The new probes made it possible to obtain estimates of the total pressure and flow angle near the impeller exit and thus the impeller alone performance could be estimated.

The chapters of this thesis are arranged as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of previous literature which is pertinent to the present work. This is followed by Chapters 3 and 4 which describe the experimental apparatus and the methods of
measurement and data reduction respectively. Chapter 5 describes the computational methods used. This includes an overview of the CFD software and how each computational case was defined. The design process of the test rig compressor and the investigation of the effects of fluid properties on the impeller design geometry are both discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses the experimental and computational performance estimates of the Turbonetics T04E-50. The results obtained from the new instrumentation added during the test rig modifications are also presented here. The detailed aerodynamic predictions of the test rig compressor are discussed in Chapter 8. The performance of the test rig impeller was predicted using commercially available CFD software for the complete stage and the impeller alone. Lastly, Chapter 9 presents the conclusions and recommendations for future work.
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the present study involved the partial aerodynamic re-design of a centrifugal compressor impeller that had previously been designed for use in a small zero-emission gas turbine engine. In addition, in Chapter 6 the influence of varying some of the key geometric parameters on the rotor aerodynamics, including the effect of changing the working fluid, is investigated computationally. Therefore, as background for both the re-design and parametric studies, Section 2.2 summarizes the theoretical and empirical basis for the preliminary aerodynamic design of centrifugal compressors. The focus is primarily on the impeller design.

The compressor for the zero-emission gas turbine engine mentioned previously is designed using CO₂ as the working fluid. Additionally, the influence of changing the working fluid on the impeller design geometry is investigated in Chapter 6. Therefore, Section 2.3 presents an overview of previous studies which investigated zero-emission gas turbine cycles. Although a brief description of other methods is given, the focus is on closed-cycle gas turbines which use alternative working fluids. Because of their design the turbomachinery of these cycles will be operating in an alternative working fluid. Therefore, Section 2.3 also reviews previous studies which investigated the influence of working fluid on the aerodynamic performance of the turbomachinery.

2.2 CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR DESIGN

The design of a centrifugal compressor begins from the selection of achievable design goals. These would include performance targets such as total pressure rise, efficiency, flow rate and operating range. Depending on the intended application the design goals may also include the preliminary cost, manufacturability and wear resistance
to name a few. The design goals are potentially numerous and trade-offs must be made between desired goals early in the design stage. Once the design goals have been selected the preliminary sizing can commence. Although the focus of this review is on impeller design, it is noted that adequate compressor design systems should produce preliminary designs for the complete stage by optimizing all components and matching them to one another (Aungier, 2000). Thus the impeller design is not independent and should progress incrementally with all other compressor components.

Traditionally the design of a centrifugal compressor impeller is divided into three separate segments. The three segments are representative of three zones within the impeller: the inlet, the vane passage and the outlet. Figure 2.1 shows these regions and several important geometric properties on a generic impeller schematic.

Figure 2.1: Impeller schematic
The impeller inlet is generally designed to minimize the relative velocities at the leading edge. Authors such as Shepherd (1956), Japikse and Baines (1997), Dixon (1998), Wilson and Korakianitis (1998) and Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001) explain why better efficiency will be achieved if the inlet relative Mach number is minimized. The inlet velocity triangle of an impeller is shown in Figure 2.2. The inlet flow is assumed to have no swirl to simplify the analysis. Although an inlet swirl is sometimes used in compressors it requires the use of pre-swirl vanes (Japikse and Baines, 1997). The pre-swirl vanes increase the complexity of the machine and are implemented when Mach number limits cannot be met with axial inflow (Saravanamuttoo et al., 2001).

From Figure 2.2 the magnitude of the relative velocity \( W = \sqrt{C_x^2 + U^2} \), where \( C \) is the absolute velocity and the blade speed \( U = \frac{\pi DN}{60} \) with \( N \) in RPM. It is clear that the minimum relative velocity is therefore dependent on both the blade speed and axial velocity \( (C_x) \). If a compressor is operating with well designed upstream ducting the absolute flow velocity at the inlet should be constant. Since highest blade speeds occur at the largest diameter the maximum Mach numbers will be located at the shroud. The relative velocity at the shroud is:

\[
W_{sh} = \sqrt{C_{sh}^2 + \left(\frac{\pi DN}{60}\right)^2}
\]  

(2.1)
From continuity the axial velocity can be expressed as a function of the volume flow rate and the inlet diameters as follows:

\[ Q = A_x C_{x1} \]

where

\[ A_x = \pi \left( \frac{D_{sl}^2 - D_{hl}^2}{4} \right) \]

therefore

\[ C_{x1} = \frac{4Q}{\pi(D_{sl}^2 - D_{hl}^2)} \quad (2.2) \]

Substituting Eqn. 2.2 into 2.1 gives the relative velocity expressed as a function of the flow rate, rotational speed and the inlet diameters.

\[ W_{sl} = \left[ \left( \frac{4Q}{\pi(D_{sl}^2 - D_{hl}^2)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\pi D_{sl} N}{60} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \quad (2.3) \]

Generally the hub diameter \((D_{hl})\) is as small as possible with the limiting factor being the shaft size. In cases where the shaft size is not a factor, the hub radius should be large enough to prevent the leading edge of the vane from being highly twisted. For open-cycle gas turbine compressors the inlet density will be a function of the atmospheric conditions and will depend on the desired application. For closed-cycle gas turbine compressors the inlet pressure and therefore inlet density can be a wide variety of values. However, the inlet conditions would typically be stated in the design goals and depend on the application. Additionally, the flow rate \((Q)\) and rotational speed \((N)\) are usually specified in the design goals. A minimum inlet relative velocity is therefore achieved by the appropriate selection of the shroud diameter \((D_{sl})\). A large shroud diameter implies a large inlet area and thus a small axial component of velocity but a large blade speed. A small shroud diameter or small inlet area results in a large axial component of velocity.
and small blade speed. The selection of a shroud diameter at either extreme will result in larger values of relative velocity. Thus to obtain the minimum relative velocity the appropriate shroud size lies somewhere in the middle.

In nearly all compressor designs, except for those with the lowest pressure ratios, compressibility effects will be present. A similar procedure can be performed for compressible flow and is shown in Dixon (1998). The resulting expression relates the inlet relative Mach number at the shroud \( M_{rel,SL} \) to the inlet gas properties, mass flow rate \( m \), rotational speed \( N \) and relative flow angle at the shroud \( \beta_{SL} \) as follows:

\[
\frac{mN^2}{nkRT_0 \sqrt{\gamma RT_0}} = \frac{M_{rel,SL} \sin^2(\beta_{SL}) \cos(\beta_{SL})}{\left[ 1 + \frac{1}{2}(\gamma-1)M_{rel,SL}^2 \cos^2(\beta_{SL}) \right]^{1/\gamma+1.5}}
\]

(2.4)

where

\[
k = 1 - \left( \frac{D_{SL}}{D_{hi}} \right)^2
\]

Again the flow rate, rotational speed and inlet properties are likely specified in the design goals. To make use of Eqn. 2.4 a design decision for a desirable Mach number limit is required. An early guideline provided by Shepherd (1956) notes that it is desirable to limit the Mach number to 0.7. In applications such as superchargers and aircraft engines size and weight are valued more than efficiency, up to a certain point. In these applications Mach numbers of 0.85 are common and adequate efficiency levels can still be achieved (Shepherd, 1956). Since the work of Shepherd (1956) inlet Mach numbers have increased. However, if one wants to prevent shock waves at the inlet the Mach number should be limited to approximately Mach 1.0. More recent work by Rodgers (2005) has shown industrial machines with high pressure ratios (approximately 8.0) have inlet Mach numbers greater than 1.0. Although the study was performed to highlight the limited flow range of such compressors it still showed that operating point
isentropic efficiency of approximately 80% can be achieved with such high inlet Mach numbers. In compressors of high pressure ratio the diffuser flow is typically supersonic and the diffuser losses affect the efficiency more than the inlet losses. Since shock losses are typically small at Mach numbers less than 1.15 it may be desirable to increase inlet Mach numbers slightly above Mach 1.0 to reduce more significant losses in the diffuser. However, shock losses increase significantly at Mach numbers greater than 1.15 and more detailed design tools would be required to investigate the trade-off between inlet and diffuser losses for these high Mach number compressors.

The outlet geometry is a function of the required work input or pressure rise of the impeller. The Euler turbomachinery equation states

\[ \Delta h_o = U_2 C_{\theta 2} - U_1 C_{\theta 1} \]  

(2.5)

where \( \Delta h_o \) is the specific work input, which is related to the pressure rise, and \( C_{\theta 2} \) is the outlet tangential velocity. Again the assumption of axial flow at the inlet gives \( C_{\theta 1} = 0 \) and thus \( \Delta h_o = U_2 C_{\theta 2} \). The selection of the blade speed and the outlet tangential velocity is therefore based on the specified pressure rise. Figure 2.3 shows the ideal outlet velocity triangle of an impeller. In ideal conditions the relative flow angle \( \beta_2 \) is assumed equal to the outlet blade angle \( \beta'_2 \). It is clear from the outlet velocity triangle that the ideal tangential velocity is a function of the blade angle and the radial component of velocity \( C_{r2} \). From continuity, assuming uniform outlet flow from the rotor

\[ \dot{m} = \rho AV = \rho_2 C_{r2} A_2 = \rho_2 C_{r2} (2\pi r_2 b_2) \]  

(2.6)

and thus for a fixed mass flow rate the outlet radial velocity is determined from the selection of the exit vane height \( b_2 \).
Figure 2.4 shows the ideal outlet velocity triangle for various exit vane heights at a constant blade speed. The outlet metal angle is adjusted to maintain a constant $C_{\theta 2}$ and thus constant pressure rise.

Figure 2.3: Impeller outlet velocity triangle

Figure 2.4: Effect of exit vane height on outlet velocity triangle
As seen in Figure 2.4 a reduced exit vane height produces a larger absolute and relative outlet velocity. A large relative outlet velocity implies lower diffusion within the rotor passage but a large absolute outlet velocity requires more diffusion in the downstream components. The selection of the vane height would thus be chosen as a trade-off between diffusion in the rotor passage and diffusion in the downstream diffuser. Various authors provided guidelines for selecting the diffusion level in the rotor passage by quoting a minimum de Haller number. The de Haller number is defined as $\frac{W_2^2}{W_1}$ where $W_1$ is the relative velocity at the inlet mean radius. Table 2.1 summarizes the recommendations from several authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>de Haller Number Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aungier (2000)</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>$\frac{W_2}{W_1} &gt; 0.75$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower limit</td>
<td>$\frac{W_2}{W_1} &lt; 0.65$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson &amp; Korakianitis (1998)</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>$\frac{W_2}{W_1} &gt; 0.80$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodgers (1978)</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>$\frac{W_2}{W_1} &gt; 0.71$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoshinaga (PWC document, 1982)</td>
<td>Low PR compressors and fans</td>
<td>$\frac{W_2}{W_1} &gt; 0.80$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High PR compressors (up to 8.0)</td>
<td>$\frac{W_2}{W_1} &gt; 0.60$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1: Suggested de Haller number limits (from Sjolander, 2008)**

From the ideal velocity triangles in Figure 2.4 it is clear that the required outlet flow angle $\beta_2$ and corresponding metal angle $\beta'_2$ is related to the selection of the outlet vane height. However, in compressors the actual outlet flow angle deviates from the metal angle. In centrifugal compressors this is due to slip. Figure 2.5 shows the effect of slip on the outlet velocity triangle. Recall that in the ideal case $\beta_2$ equals $\beta'_2$. As seen in Figure 2.5, slip prevents the rotor from imparting the ideal swirl $C_{\theta2}'$ to the outlet velocity. From the Euler equation (Eqn. 2.5) it is clear that $\Delta h_0$ and therefore the pressure rise is dependent on $C_{\theta2}$. Thus to obtain the required pressure ratio an accurate estimate of the slip is needed.
The slip is quantified by the slip factor ($\sigma$) defined as

$$\sigma = 1 - \left( \frac{C_{\text{slip}}}{C_{\theta 2}'} \right)$$

(2.7)

or equivalently

$$\sigma = \frac{C_{\theta 2}}{C_{\theta 2}'}$$

(2.8)

Several authors have generated empirical formulations based on the approximate analysis of the secondary flows within the rotor passage. Some well known formulations are due to Stodola (1927), Busemann (1928) and Stanitz (1952). Each formulation has proved its capability of predicting the slip factor accurately and their definitions are still referenced in modern turbomachinery texts such as Saravanamuttoo, et al. (2001), Japikse and Baines (1997), Dixon (1998) and Wilson and Korakianitis (1998). A widely accepted correlation for predicting the slip factor of a compressor impeller with long vanes is shown in Eqn. 2.9 and is provided by Wiesner (1967).
\[ \sigma = 1 - \frac{\sqrt{\cos \beta_2'}}{Z^{0.7}} \]  

(2.9)

where \( Z \) is the number of blades. Wiesner (1967) also provides a correction factor to Eqn. 2.9 for use with shorter vanes and is based on the radius ratio \( \varepsilon = r_1/r_2 \).

A broad guideline for selecting the number of blades as a function of the outlet metal angle is given in Wilson and Korakianitis (1998). Since the authors present only a graphical representation of their recommendation it has not been reproduced here.

Aungier (2000) provides a guideline for selecting the number of vanes based on a recommended vane loading limit, or

\[ \frac{2\Delta W}{W_2 + W_1} \leq 0.9 \]  

(2.10)

where \( \Delta W \) is the maximum relative velocity difference across the vane and can be estimated from

\[ \Delta W = \frac{2\pi D_2 U_2 \psi}{2L_B} \]  

(2.11)

where the work coefficient, \( \psi = \Delta h_0/U_2^2 \) and \( L_B \) is the vane length along the mean camber line. An initial estimate of \( L_B \) is found from

\[ L_B = \left( L - \frac{b_2}{2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{D_2 - D_1}{\cos \beta_2'} \right) \]  

(2.12)
The application of Equations 2.1 to 2.12 provides a broad guideline for a preliminary design of the inlet and outlet geometry based on the specified design goals. The final stage in the preliminary design is defining the vane passage through the impeller. The vane passage is defined by the geometry of the surfaces that bound the passages through which the fluid flows. In an impeller the bounding surfaces are the hub, shroud and blades. For un-shrouded impellers the shroud surface is defined on the compressor casing. The vane tips will follow a similar curve with a specified clearance from the shroud to allow rotation. The passage flow of a centrifugal compressor is three-dimensional and thus very complex. Wilson and Korakianitis (1998) suggest that the science of centrifugal machine design is complemented by an art that is contributed to by a team of designers with years of experience. Nevertheless, the analysis of the impeller passage flow has yielded several design methods which are suitable guides for vane passage designs. Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001) refers to an early method by Cane (1978) which makes use of the Marsh ‘matrix throughflow’ aerodynamic analysis procedure to determine the shape of the impeller channels. Aungier (2000) provides several more recent methods for defining the surface geometries based on different curve forms. Each curve form method that is reviewed also includes a discussion of its advantages and disadvantages.

A need for high pressure ratio single-stage transonic centrifugal compressors has been created by the recent demand for increased thermal efficiency and power density in the aviation and energy industries (Rodgers, 2005). The high Mach numbers and potential for shock waves adds to the already complex flow within the impeller passages. Thus the design performance of a transonic centrifugal compressor cannot be guaranteed from the traditional design method discussed previously. Until recently the typically small vane passages of a transonic centrifugal compressor have prevented the detailed experimental analysis of the inter passage flow. With advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) more detail of the rotor passage flow has become available. Kang (2005), Marconcini et al. (2006) and Krain et al. (2007) all conducted numerical
investigations of the passage flow in high speed centrifugal compressors. In all three studies validation of the computations was obtained by comparing the efficiency and pressure ratio predicted by CFD to experimental data. The work by Kang (2005) provides insight into the complex shock wave system inside the blade passage and its interaction with vortices and boundary layers. It concludes that the three-dimensional viscous flow structure, energy loss production and velocity patterns are greatly affected by the shock waves in the inlet region while the remaining regions have similar flow structures. Marconcini et al. (2006) investigated the capabilities of current computational methods. They focused primarily on how the tip gap and turbulence modeling affects the predicted inter passage flow and compressor performance. Krain et al. (2007) investigated a new design method and details of the passage flow obtained experimentally were used to validate a new high pressure ratio compressor design. For this purpose Krain et al. (2007) conducted laser Doppler velocity measurements near the impeller exit to analyze the flow pattern.

In addition to technology advances in high pressure ratio transonic machines, there is still ongoing work improving the traditional design methods and analysis of centrifugal compressors. Del Greco et al. (2007) presented a new slip factor correlation for centrifugal impellers for a wide range of flow coefficients and blade Mach numbers. The improvement over classical formulations such as Wiesner (1967) is evident. However, the correlation of Del Greco et al. (2007) is limited to the flow coefficient and blade Mach number ranges investigated. Compressor stages beyond the scope of the study, in particular at very high blade Mach numbers, still represent a challenge for the correlation. An improved slip factor model was also presented by Qiu et al. (2007). In their study Qiu et al. attempted to unify the deviation models of axial machines and slip factor correlations of centrifugal impellers into a single model.
2.3 **ALTERNATIVE WORKING FLUIDS FOR GAS TURBINE CYCLES**

With ever increasing environmental pressures new technologies are being developed in the gas turbine power generation sector to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases, and in particular carbon dioxide. Early methods developed focused on capturing CO\(_2\) from the exhaust of traditional fossil fuel combustion processes that use air as the oxidant. However, the increased capital cost and energy usage required for the separation of CO\(_2\) from the exhaust gasses has led to the general consensus that CO\(_2\) recovery is not feasible in current power plants (Wang et al., 2004). Instead more promising methods that do not rely on post combustion clean-up have started to be investigated.

Although many new methods of CO\(_2\) recovery have been proposed, essentially all can be categorized into two types. In one type the hydrocarbon fuel, either solid or liquid, is pre-processed to remove the carbon. This process known as gasification results in a hydrogen rich fuel known as syngas and concentrated levels of CO\(_2\) which can be relatively easily removed. The syngas can then be used in the combustion chamber of a gas turbine resulting in very little CO\(_2\) in the exhaust. This process is regarded as being the most promising way to generate power from coal when integrated into a combined cycle (Corradetti and Desideri, 2004). In the other CO\(_2\) recovery method combustion occurs at near stoichiometric conditions with pure oxygen (O\(_2\)) as the oxidizer such that the products of combustion are only CO\(_2\) and water. These are often known as oxy-fuel cycles. If the cycle working fluid is CO\(_2\), as proposed by De Ruyck (1992) and Mathieu et al. (2004), the excess CO\(_2\) produced from combustion can be captured and sequestered. The use of CO\(_2\) as the working fluid would require closed-cycle operation of the gas turbine. The water also produced by combustion is condensed and removed and the CO\(_2\) working fluid is cooled and recycled through the engine. The use of a closed-cycle gas turbine with CO\(_2\) as the working fluid raises the question of the effect of the working
fluid on the aerodynamic design and performance of the turbomachinery. This question is the focus of the present research.

The cycle schematic of the closed-cycle gas turbine for power generation using CO$_2$ as the working fluid with CO$_2$ recovery, as proposed by De Ruyck (1992) and Mathieu et al. (2004), is shown in Figure 2.6. As mentioned, oxygen and a clean burning fuel such as methane (CH$_4$) enter the combustor at near stoichiometric conditions such that the products of combustion are essentially water and CO$_2$. The excess CO$_2$ can then be bled from the system requiring little or no additional energy depending on whether additional compression is required for storage of the CO$_2$. However, additional energy is needed to operate the air separation unit (ASU) to produce the oxygen required for combustion. Losses generated within the additional components (condenser and heat exchanger) also lower the net thermal efficiency of the closed-cycle compared with the traditional open cycle using air. Regardless, it is believed that the overall efficiency of a closed-cycle can be at best as good as that of air cycle plants with CO$_2$ recovery and the concept may be economically viable (Ulizar and Pilidis, 1999). In addition, the closed-cycle plant has the advantage of allowing variation of the circuit pressure. By reducing the circuit pressure there is a corresponding decrease in density. This results in a reduction in mass flow rate which does not alter the velocity triangles of the turbomachinery. Since the power output of an engine is a function of the mass flow rate, it is therefore possible to reduce the power output during off-peak times without altering the non-dimensional operating point of the turbomachinery. Thus, the closed-cycle plant may be able to operate at peak efficiency at all times and this contributes to its economic attractiveness. However, at reduced power output the ASU would have to operate at off-design conditions which would likely reduce the overall thermal efficiency of the engine.
Like open cycle machines, the closed-cycle configuration also lends itself to a variety of gas turbine power plant configurations. Mathieu and De Ruyck (1993) and Jackson et al. (2000) discuss the advantages of a bottoming steam cycle integrated with the heat exchanger. The resulting combined cycle plant will have an increased thermal efficiency over the simple closed-cycle. Mathieu and De Ruyck (1993) also propose a combined CO₂/steam gas turbine cycle and steam injected gas turbine cycle (STIG) as potential solutions to counteract the power requirements of the ASU. A promising configuration based on a combined CO₂/steam cycle is being developed at the Graz University of Technology. The Graz cycle originally proposed in Jericha et al. (2002) has been continuously investigated and improved. The most current performance and
economic analysis of the Graz cycle are discussed in Jericha et al. (2006). The authors believe that the CO₂ recovery costs of the current cycle configuration are economically viable based on future CO₂ emissions trading.

The use of an alternative working fluid to air is not an idea unique to reducing CO₂ emissions. Harman (1981) and Saravanamutto et al. (2001) discuss the advantage of alternative working fluids in closed-cycle gas turbines. The authors note that there are potential benefits to using gasses with lower molecular weights. The high specific heat of such gasses would yield a gas turbine cycle with a high work output per unit mass flow. Regardless of the potential advantages of alternative working fluids there is a change in the performance of a gas turbine expected when changing working fluids. Before further discussion of the influence of alternative working fluids on gas turbine performance, the non-dimensional parameters used to express turbomachinery performance will be reviewed.

Buckingham’s Pi theorem allows engineers and researchers to express dimensional variables of a problem in a more compact non-dimensional form. Thus independent variables are reduced to a set of independent non-dimensional parameters, or similarity criteria. All dependent non-dimensional parameters of the problem are then functions of the independent non-dimensional parameters. If all similarity criteria are matched, the dependent parameters are also equal. Buckingham’s Pi theorem gives the same number of non-dimensional parameters for a given problem as a function of the number of independent dimensional variables. However, there can be more than one possible set of the independent non-dimensional parameters depending on the variables that are chosen from the list of independent variables. Introductory fluid mechanics textbooks, such as White (1994), provide a more detailed discussion of Buckingham’s Pi theorem and dimensional analysis.
The common independent non-dimensional parameters used in turbomachinery when the working fluid is a perfect gas and compressible are the mass flow parameter ($\Pi_m$), the speed parameter ($\Pi_N$), the Reynolds number ($Re_{b_2}$) and the specific heat ratio ($\gamma$) all defined here:

**Mass Flow Parameter:**

$$\Pi_m = \frac{m\sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D^2} \sqrt{\frac{R}{\gamma}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

where $P_{01}$ and $T_{01}$ are the total pressure and total temperature at the compressor inlet. The mass flow parameter can be interpreted as the Mach number based on the axial velocity at the inlet for a compressor.

**Speed Parameter:**

$$\Pi_N = \frac{N}{\sqrt{T_{01}}} \left( \frac{D}{\sqrt{\gamma R}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

The speed parameter can be interpreted as the Mach number based on the blade speed at the rotor tip.

**Reynolds Number:**

$$Re_{b_2} = \frac{\rho_{01}U_2b_2}{\mu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

As indicated, for centrifugal compressors the blade speed ($U_2$) and vane height ($b_2$) at the rotor tip are often used as the velocity and length scales respectively. Alternative forms of the Reynolds number are also possible.
Specific Heat Ratio (Isentropic Exponent):

\[ \gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_v} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

The specific heat ratio relates changes in pressure to changes in temperature for an isentropic process of a perfect gas, or:

\[ \frac{T_2}{T_1} = \left( \frac{P_2}{P_1} \right)^{\frac{r-1}{r}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

Since Eqn. 2.17 is for an isentropic process, \( \gamma \) is often referred to as the isentropic exponent.

The dependent non-dimensional parameters are then functions of the above non-dimensional independent parameters. For turbomachinery performance the dependent performance parameters most widely used are the total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency.

Total Pressure Ratio:

The total pressure ratio is used to non-dimensionally express the change in total pressure. For a compressor it is defined as the ratio of the total or stagnation pressure at the compressor discharge to the total pressure at the inlet.

\[ PR = \frac{P_{02}}{P_{01}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)
Isentropic Efficiency:

The isentropic efficiency of a compressor is defined as the ratio of the ideal work input to the actual work input for the same pressure rise. The ideal work input is the amount of work required to perform an isentropic compression. For a perfect gas, with no heat transfer and constant fluid properties the efficiency can be expressed as:

\[
\eta = \left( \frac{P_{02}}{P_{01}} \right)^{\frac{y-1}{y}} - 1
\]

Compressor performance is often presented in the form of compressor maps or characteristics. A generic compressor characteristic is shown in Figure 2.7. As seen a typical characteristic would plot the total pressure ratio against the mass flow rate for constant values of the rotational speed. As is the case in Figure 2.7, lines of constant efficiency are often shown; otherwise, a separate characteristic which plots efficiency against the mass flow rate for constant speeds can be used. The surge line indicates the mass flow rate at which the compressor will surge for a given speed. Surge is a system instability which is typically avoided during compressor operation and will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 6. If the mass flow is increased such that the velocity at the minimum throat area reaches Mach 1.0 across the entire flow passage the compressor is said to be choked and no further increase in mass flow rate is possible. This is indicated on the compressor characteristic by vertical lines of constant speed as is shown with N₃ and N₄. Typically the actually mass flow rate and rotational speed are not quoted on a compressor map. Instead corrected or non-dimensional parameters are used.
The use of non-dimensional parameters on a compressor characteristic implies that the performance characteristics are only valid for matching Reynolds number and isentropic exponent. The effect of Reynolds number on the compressor performance is generally small and is quite well understood. In instances where the effect of Reynolds number needs to be accounted for there are several empirical correlations available which correct the efficiency for variations in the test and operating machine Reynolds number. One such correlation for centrifugal compressors was developed by Strub et al. (1987). The authors also provide Reynolds number corrections for the pressure ratio and flow parameter. When testing compressors with the same working fluid as used in operation the isentropic exponent is typically not included as a similarity criterion. Unlike with the Reynolds number, until recently there was little information available in the literature which discusses the influence of the isentropic exponent $\gamma$ on the compressor performance.
When investigating the use of alternative working fluids in gas turbines there is often a change in $\gamma$ between different gasses. For example at room temperature the value of $\gamma$ for CO$_2$ is about 1.29 compared with 1.4 for air. Since $\gamma$ is a similarity criterion there should in principle be differences in the turbomachinery performance if $\gamma$ is varied. However, many researchers assume that the isentropic exponent is not an important criterion of similarity and thus has little influence on the compressor performance. Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001) discusses the advantages of alternative working fluids by performing a theoretical analysis which compares the performance of a closed-cycle gas turbine using air and helium as working fluids. The differences in expected engine performance are noted but the change in working fluid is assumed to have no effect on the performance of the turbomachinery. Jackson et al. (2000) compare the performance of a gas turbine using air and CO$_2$ as the working fluid in closed-cycle operation and noted the change in performance of both the engine and the turbomachinery. The authors recognized the importance of $\gamma$ in the mass flow and speed parameters and used the full non-dimensional forms shown previously. However, the authors missed the influence of $\gamma$ as a separate non-dimensional criterion.

Until the work of Roberts (2001), there appeared to be no information available in the literature which quantified the effect of the isentropic exponent on turbomachinery performance. Roberts (2001) investigated the performance of a centrifugal compressor in alternative working fluids using experimental data, computational and theoretical analysis. Roberts (2001) concluded that differences in the isentropic exponent do significantly influence the compressor performance. He also derived correlations to predict the performance of a turbomachine in an alternative working fluid based on the known performance in another fluid. The correlations developed by Roberts (2001) predict the effect of variation in the isentropic exponent on the non-dimensional mass flow parameter at choking ($\Pi_m^*$), the total pressure ratio ($P_{02}/P_{01}$) and isentropic
efficiency ($\eta$) for gas $B$ from the same performance parameters in gas $A$ for given values of the non-dimensional speed and mass flow parameter as follows:

**Choking Mass Flow Parameter:**

\[
\frac{\Pi_{mB}^*}{\Pi_{mA}^*} = \left( \frac{2}{\gamma_B + 1} \right)^{\frac{1+\gamma_A}{2(\gamma_A-1)}} \left( \frac{2}{\gamma_A + 1} \right)^{\frac{1+\gamma_B}{2(\gamma_B-1)}} 
\]  

(2.20)

where $\Pi_m$ is the mass flow parameter and the asterisk superscript indicates the value at choking.

**Isentropic Efficiency:**

\[
\frac{1-\eta_A}{1-\eta_B} = \frac{\gamma_A}{\gamma_B} 
\]

(2.21)

Eqn. 2.21 was derived using a number of simplifying assumptions. It was found from experimental data and computations that better results are obtained when Eqn. 2.21 takes the form:

\[
\frac{1-\eta_A}{1-\eta_B} = \left( \frac{\gamma_A}{\gamma_B} \right)^n 
\]

(2.22)

where a value of $n$ of 0.8 appeared to work well for the limited available data (Roberts, 2001).
Total Pressure Ratio:

\[
\frac{P_{o2B}}{P_{o1B}} = \left(1 + \frac{\gamma_B - 1}{\gamma_A - 1} \left(\frac{P_{o2A}}{P_{o1A}}\right)^{\frac{\gamma_A - 1}{\gamma_A}} - 1\right)^{\frac{\gamma_B}{\gamma_B - 1}} \tag{2.23}
\]

The use of Eqn. 2.23 predicts an operating point in gas B with a different pressure ratio to gas A but equal mass flow parameter. However, Eqn. 2.23 does not account for changes in the choking flow parameter between different gases. It was found that better results were obtained if the mass flow parameter \(\Pi_m\) is normalized by the value of the flow parameter at choking, \(\Pi_m^*\). Thus Eqn. 2.23 should predict the pressure ratio of gas B from the pressure ratio of gas A at a different value of \(\Pi_m\). The value of the mass flow parameter for gas B (\(\Pi_{mB}^*\)) is a function of the ratio of the choking mass flow parameters of the two gases, or:

\[
\frac{\Pi_{mB}}{\Pi_{mB}^*} = \frac{\Pi_{mA}}{\Pi_{mA}^*} \tag{2.24}
\]

By using Eqn. 2.24 the predicted pressure ratio of gas B is unchanged. However, the predicted pressure ratio in gas B is for a different value of the mass flow parameter than gas A.

The use of Eqn. 2.23 also neglects the effect of efficiency on the pressure ratio due to the change in working fluid. Roberts (2001) suggested that the pressure ratio of gas B predicted from the pressure ratio of gas A when accounting for the change in efficiency between gas A and B takes the form of Eqn. 2.25.
\[
\frac{P_{o2B}}{P_{o1B}} = \left(1 + \frac{\eta_B}{\eta_A} \left(\frac{\gamma_B - 1}{\gamma_A - 1}\right) \left(\frac{\gamma_A^{-1}}{\gamma_A^{\gamma_A^{-1}} - 1}\right)\right) \frac{\gamma_B}{\gamma_B^{-1}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.25)

where the change in efficiency is first predicted from Eqn. 2.21 or 2.22. Again, Eqn. 2.25 should be used to predict the pressure ratio of gas B at a corrected mass flow parameter using Eqn. 2.24.

Roberts (2001) originally compared his correlations to experimental data and computational predictions of a centrifugal compressor from a commercially available automotive turbocharger. Within the present work the correlations by Roberts (2001) are compared to computational predictions of a newly designed centrifugal compressor. By using a different compressor geometry than originally used by Roberts the correlations should be validated further.
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

3.1 Turbonetics T04E-50 Test Compressor

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are three centrifugal compressors involved in the investigations presented in this thesis:

i. The compressor designed by Charest (2003) for the zero-emission gas turbine.

ii. A re-designed version of compressor (i), which is designated the test rig compressor in this thesis.

iii. A commercial centrifugal compressor from an automotive turbocharger, a Turbonetics Model T04E-50

The original intention was to obtain experimental data for the test rig compressor. However, for reasons outlined later, this proved unfeasible. Instead, all experimental testing was conducted for the Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor, which is described in the present section. This compressor was selected because it had previously been used in the turbocharger based test rig designed by Roberts (2001). Also manufacturer's data and the experimental data previously collected by Roberts provided benchmarks for the compressor performance and the capabilities of the test rig. The geometry of the Turbonetics compressor was not specified by the manufacturer, Garret Turbocharger Systems. However, a full three-dimensional scan was performed to measure the coordinates of the impeller. Thus it was also possible to perform detailed CFD predictions for comparison with the measurements. The T04E-50 impeller geometry is shown schematically in Figure 3.1 and summarized in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the T04E-50 impeller (Axial cross-section)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>Number of Full Blades</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_s$</td>
<td>Number of Splitter Blades</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2$</td>
<td>Impeller Tip Diameter</td>
<td>76.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_2$</td>
<td>Impeller Tip Vane Height</td>
<td>5.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{sh1}$</td>
<td>Inlet Shroud Diameter</td>
<td>53.9 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{h1}$</td>
<td>Inlet Hub Diameter</td>
<td>18.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Axial Length</td>
<td>24.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>Inlet Meanline Blade Angle</td>
<td>52°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>Outlet Blade Angle (Backsweep)</td>
<td>35°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Summary of T04E-50 impeller geometry
3.2 TEST APPARATUS

3.2.1 Test Circuit

As mentioned, the test rig was originally designed by Roberts (2001) and a more complete description can be found there. With the exception of some modifications to the instrumentation all aspects of the original test rig have been preserved. The changes made to the instrumentation are outlined in the discussion of the measurement methods in Chapter 4.

The rotating test rig is located in the High Speed Wind Tunnel (HSWT) facility at Carleton University. The test rig is based on a turbocharger and allows overall stage performance data to be collected on the compressor of the turbocharger. The test rig utilizes high pressure air, supplied from the HSWT storage tanks, to drive the turbocharger turbine and thus the test compressor. The complete circuit of the test rig is shown schematically in Figure 3.2 for the open-circuit configuration used when the working fluid is air.

When in open-cycle configuration ambient air is collected through a bellmouth inlet and subsequently discharged to the room. All piping between instrumented stations and the compressor were insulated to minimize heat loss and the locations of the instrumentation are in accordance with the guidelines of ASME PTC 10. The compressor rotational speed is controlled by setting the blowing pressure into the turbine of the turbocharger. The flow rate and pressure ratio are controlled by one or both of the two throttle valves installed in the inlet and discharge sections of the test circuit. Throttling the inlet flow reduced the inlet density and meant less power was required for a given pressure ratio. With the duration of a run limited by the capacity of the HSWT storage tanks a reduction in power yielded an increase in run time. However, throttling the inlet also resulted in significant variations in the test Reynolds number. Although
performance parameters were corrected for Reynolds number it was decided that the
discharge valve would be used to control the pressure ratio for all test points.

The test rig is also capable of running in closed-cycle configuration to measure
the compressor performance with alternative working fluids. However, all the present
tests were performed using air and were therefore run in open-cycle configuration. The
fully assembled test rig in closed-cycle configuration is shown in Figure 3.3 (taken from
Roberts, 2001).

Figure 3.2: Rotating test rig circuit schematic

![Diagram of rotating test rig circuit schematic]
3.2.2 High Speed Wind Tunnel Facility and Control System

The HSWT facility, shown in Figure 3.4, was used to supply the high pressure air required to drive the turbocharger. Originally designed by Jeffries (1994), as a blow-down type wind tunnel for high speed testing of turbine cascades, the storage tanks are also used to supply the pressurized air for the turbocharger-based test rig.

The HSWT storage tanks are filled by a large reciprocating compressor in the basement of the building. Together, the tanks and compressor are capable of providing enough mass flow of air for continuous operation of the test compressor at low rotational speeds. At higher speeds enough pressurized air is available to maintain a constant blowing pressure on the turbocharger to provide steady-state operation of the compressor.
for the fifteen minutes or more specified in the performance test code on compressors (ASME PTC 10).

Figure 3.4: High Speed Wind Tunnel Facility (Jeffries, 1994)
The control system used to control the speed of the turbocharger is shown schematically in Figure 3.5. The blowing pressure from the tanks is measured at the turbine inlet and is controlled by an electro-pneumatic valve which receives its signal from the HSWT control computer. A PID module in the control software allows the blowing pressure and therefore the speed of the compressor to be maintained to within 500 RPM at all running speeds, which are typically from 45,000 to 83,000 RPM. The control software permits the manual adjustment of the blowing pressure during a test run to allow the desired speed to be obtained. For more information on the original HSWT facility and control system see Jeffries (1994). For information regarding the modifications of the control system for use with the rotating test rig see Roberts (2001).

Figure 3.5: Control system flow chart
4.0 METHODS OF MEASUREMENT AND DATA REDUCTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes all instrumentation and data acquisition equipment used in the experimental testing. In addition, the data reduction methods used to determine the compressor performance, are reviewed. This includes an analysis of the uncertainties in the measured flow properties and in the calculated performance parameters. These uncertainties will be discussed in Section 4.7.

The test apparatus was originally instrumented by Roberts such that the overall stage performance parameters of the test compressor could be determined. These parameters are the machine Reynolds number, mass flow parameter, speed parameter, total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency. The measurements required to determine the overall stage performance are the inlet total temperature and pressure, discharge total temperature and pressure, the flow rate and the shaft speed. The locations of the pressure and temperature measurements, flow meters and the test compressor are in accordance with Section 4.3 of ASME PTC 10. Fully developed and circumferentially uniform flow is assured by having sufficient pipe lengths upstream and downstream of all instrumentation and thus the required pressures and temperatures can be obtained by single point measurements. The instrumentation used for obtaining the overall stage performance data as originally installed by Roberts is described in Section 4.3.

During the course of the present work it was decided to improve upon the capabilities of the rotating test rig. To do so, new instrumentation was added to measure the impeller outlet total pressure and flow angle. In addition, static pressure taps were added which measured the static pressures on the volute and shroud surfaces. The new instrumentation is detailed in Section 4.4.
4.2 SENSORS

4.2.1 Differential Pressure Transducer

A Druck PDCR-22 differential pressure transducer was used to measure the pressure difference across the flow meter. It has a nominal ±34.5 kPa (±5 psi) range and a 50 mV full scale output at 12 V supplied power. It has a nominal zero output of 0 mV.

The differential pressure transducer was calibrated using a Kulite brand absolute pressure transducer. Until abandoned for safety reasons, a mercury manometer was used in the past as the pressure standard in the HSWT facility. With the unavailability of the mercury manometer, the Kulite transducer was selected because it had demonstrated its linearity and stability for more than ten years in the HSWT facility. Its calibration and reliable operation is well documented in the HSWT in Master’s or doctoral theses produced by Jeffries (1994 & 2000), Islam (1999), Jouini (2000), Corriveau (2005) and Yuan (2006). To verify its continued stable operation the Kulite transducer is taken annually to the laboratories of the National Research Council of Canada for calibration. More recently, a secondary pressure standard has been obtained for the HSWT and will be used for all transducer calibrations in the future.

The calibration curve of the differential pressure transducer is shown in Figure 4.1. The calibration curve is linear and stable, with approximately a 0.4 mV shift of the nominal zero reading over a period of about sixteen months. To remove the corresponding error a zero reading was taken prior to and following each run. The averaged zero reading was then used to correct for the zero shift of the transducer in the data reduction procedure.
4.2.2 Absolute Pressure Transducer and Scanivalve®

A Druck PDCR-22 absolute pressure transducer was used to measure all additional pressures by means of a Scanivalve® model SSS-48C. The transducer has a nominal 345 kPa (50 psi) range and a 75 mV full scale output at 12 V supplied power. This corresponds to a nominal output of approximately 22 mV at atmospheric pressure.

The absolute pressure transducer was also calibrated using the Kulite reference absolute transducer. The calibration was limited by the range of the Kulite transducer and was completed for absolute pressures of 34.5 – 172 kPa (5 – 25 psi). The range used
for calibration was adequate since measured pressures during testing were typically less than 172 kPa (25 psi) and never exceeded 207 kPa (30 psi). The calibration curve is shown in Figure 4.2 and was found to be linear and stable.

![Figure 4.2: Absolute pressure transducer calibration](image)

The absolute pressure transducer was used to measure upwards of 30 separate pressure ports. The Scanivalve® model SSS-48C is capable of sampling 48 pressure ports at scan rates up to 24 ports per second. Since the duration of each test run did not demand such speeds, the scanning rate was configured for approximately 10 ports per second allowing for 200 samples at a frequency of 2000 Hz. In addition, there is a 0.05 s delay after switching ports on the Scanivalve® before the data are collected to allow the
pressure to settle. The time delay was determined by examining the pneumatic response rate of the Scanivalve® unit and absolute transducer. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.

4.2.3 Thermocouples

Type E thermocouples were selected by Roberts (2001) to measure both the inlet and discharge total temperatures because they provide the highest millivolt output per degree temperature change for the temperatures observed in the experiments. The precision of Type E thermocouples provides highly accurate temperature, and subsequently highly accurate efficiency estimations. The signals from the thermocouples are acquired using a multiplexing thermocouple compensated voltmeter which contains an internal temperature reference junction and outputs the temperature directly in °C using software compensation. The accuracy of the thermocouples was tested by Roberts (2001) using the boiling and freezing point of water. It was found that both probes were accurate to within 0.1°C.

4.2.4 Tachometer

The shaft speed was measured using a Monarch Instruments IRS-5W infrared tachometer installed in the turbine discharge. Using a photodiode and phototransistor the tachometer is able to detect contrasting light and dark surfaces. To maximize contrast a single turbine blade was painted white and all other blades were painted black. When the white blade passes the tachometer, the signal from the photodiode is reflected back to the phototransistor and a 5 V TTL pulse is sent to the data acquisition system. The tachometer was calibrated by measuring the output frequency when exposed to a fluorescent light. As mentioned previously, the uncertainty of the shaft speed measurement is discussed later in Section 4.7.
4.2.5 Relative Humidity

To obtain accurate values of the gas constant \((R)\) and isentropic exponent \((\gamma)\) of air, the relative humidity was measured using a Mannix PTH-8708 temperature and humidity pen. The humidity measurements are accurate to \(\pm 5\%\). Knowing the ambient pressure and temperature it was possible to determine the mass fraction of water vapour in the air. The fluid properties were then calculated assuming an ideal mixture of dry air and water vapour.

4.3 PROBES PREVIOUSLY INSTALLED BY ROBERTS

4.3.1 Flow Meter

The inlet flow velocity was measured using an ISA short radius flow nozzle with a diameter ratio \((B)\) of 0.7552 and 39.65 mm bore. The differential pressure \((\Delta P)\) was measured across the flow meter using static pressure taps located at the specified one pipe diameter upstream of the nozzle and at the nozzle throat. The inlet pipe velocity is calculated from:

\[
V = C_D \sqrt{\frac{2\Delta P}{p(1-B^4)}}
\]  

(4.1)

The discharge coefficient \((C_D)\) is calculated for each operating test point using the ISO correlations for ISA short radius nozzles (Urner, 1997).

\[
C_D = \frac{\left(1 - B^4\right)^2 \left(\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)^{2\gamma} \left(\frac{\gamma}{\gamma-1}\right) \left(1 - \left(\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)^{\frac{\gamma-1}{\gamma}}\right)}{\left(1 - B^4\right)^2 \left(\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)^{2\gamma} \left(1 - \frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)\left(1 - \frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)}
\]  

(4.2)
The flow meter was manufactured by K-Flo Fluid Meters, Inc. of Montreal to tolerances of 0.0254 mm (0.001 in.). The uncertainty in the mass flow rate is discussed later.

4.3.2 Inlet Pressure Probes

The inlet pressure was measured using the average of four static pressure taps located at 90° intervals and 61 cm (24 in.) or 8 pipe diameters upstream of the compressor inlet. The 0.457 mm (0.018 in.) pressure taps are drilled through 3.18 mm (1/8 in.) MPT brass pipe plugs which are inserted into the pipe. The pipe plugs were ground and polished such that they are flush with the inside pipe surface. The inlet total pressure is required for determining the compressor performance and is calculated from the static pressure, total temperature and average flow velocity in the inlet pipe as determined from the flow meter.

4.3.3 Inlet Temperature Probe

The inlet total temperature is measured using a United Sensor T-8-E-12-C Type E thermocouple probe located 30.5 cm (12 in.) or 4 pipe diameters upstream of the compressor inlet. The tip of the thermocouple probe is shown schematically in Figure 4.3 and consists of a grounded thermocouple junction mounted in a small vented cavity. The probe tip is positioned in the centre of the inlet pipe and aligned with the flow direction.

![Diagram of Inlet total temperature probe tip](image)
4.3.4 Discharge Temperature/Pressure Probe

The compressor discharge flow conditions are measured using a United Sensor KT-8-E-12-E Type E combination total temperature/total pressure probe. The probe is similar in design to the inlet total temperature probe with the addition of a Kiel probe used for the total pressure measurement. A Kiel probe is insensitive to flow angularity up to about 30° and should reduce measurement errors due to swirling flow. When originally installed by Roberts (2001) the probe was traversed across the discharge flow and it was found that the temperature and pressure at the pipe centre represented the bulk flow values. The probe position was fixed by Roberts in order to seal the clearance between the probe and the discharge pipe and reduce leakage from the test rig. All discharge measurements were therefore made at the pipe centreline. It is expected that a single large vortex would be generated in the overhung volute of the T04E-50 compressor. Thus the flow angularity near the centreline of the discharge pipe should be within the 30° range of a Kiel probe. The discharge temperature/pressure probe is shown schematically in Figure 4.4.

![Figure 4.4: Discharge total temperature/total pressure probe tip](image)

Figure 4.4: Discharge total temperature/total pressure probe tip
4.4 Probes Added During Test Rig Modifications

4.4.1 Impeller Outlet Total Pressure Probes

The flow conditions at the impeller outlet were measured using a set of eight total pressure probes manufactured specifically for use in this study. In addition to the probes, collars were also manufactured to fix the probes to the compressor casing. The configuration of the probes and collars as they are installed on the test compressor is shown schematically in Figure 4.5. The geometry of the total pressure probes and collars is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5: Schematic of an assembled impeller outlet total pressure probe
The probes are installed on the back-plate of the compressor casing using the specifically-designed collars shown. The collar is fixed to the back-plate of the compressor casing using epoxy to reduce leakage. The angular indicating marks have been etched into the larger cylindrical surface of the collar at known angles relative to the
radial direction of the compressor. A similar etching has been made at 180° to the sensing hole on the outer cylinder of the total pressure probe. These indicators allow the position of the probe sensing hole to be read when the probe is installed in its collar and through the casing. The probes can then be rotated and the sensing hole aligned at five angles between 0° and 90° relative to the radial direction, at 22.5° increments. For a given test point the probe is held in place by two set screws and a gasket is fitted between the probe and collar to prevent leakage. In total, eight probes are installed circumferentially around the back-plate of the compressor casing at a constant radius of 52 mm. Their locations are shown schematically in Figure 4.7.

![Figure 4.7: Schematic of the impeller outlet total pressure probe locations](image)

4.4.2 Shroud Surface Static Pressure Taps

The static pressure variation on the shroud surface was measured using two series of static pressure taps. The locations of the pressure taps are summarized in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.8. The sensing hole of each tap has a diameter of 0.5 mm (0.020 in.) on the
inside surface of the shroud. The tap is larger in diameter near the outer surface of the compressor casing such that a 1 mm (standard 0.040 in.) stainless steel tubulation can be inserted and held in place with epoxy.

![Diagram of shroud surface static tap locations]

**Figure 4.8: Schematic showing the shroud surface static tap locations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circumferential Position</th>
<th>Radial Position, r (mm)</th>
<th>Axial Position, x (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>θ = 90°</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circumferential Position</th>
<th>Radial Position, r (mm)</th>
<th>Axial Position, x (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>θ = 180°</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1: Summary of the shroud surface static tap coordinates**
4.4.3 Volute Static Pressure Taps

The static pressure variation around the volute was also measured, using two series of static pressure taps. The two series were located at 90° intervals around the circumference and were aligned in the axial and radial directions. The taps were created similar to the shroud surface taps and their locations are shown schematically in Figure 4.9.

Volute Static Taps

- Axial
- Radial

Figure 4.9: Schematic showing the volute static pressure tap locations
4.5 DATA ACQUISITION

4.5.1 Summary of the Data Acquisition System

As originally designed by Roberts (2001), data acquisition was performed using an HP 3852A data acquisition and control unit that was also used with the main HSWT facility. A flow diagram of the instrumentation and data acquisition system as configured for the rotating test rig is shown in Figure 4.10.

![Figure 4.10: Signal flow chart of the instrumentation and data acquisition system](image-url)
The data acquisition software was originally designed for the HSWT by Jeffries (1994). For a more detailed review of the original data acquisition system and software the reader is referred to the work of Jeffries (1994). To accommodate the additional pressure, temperature and shaft speed measurements of the rotating test rig, minor additions were made to the original software. The additions were made by Roberts (2001) and are described in his thesis. The current study required a larger number of pressure measurements to be taken than originally obtained in Roberts (2001). Since the Scanivalve® unit is capable of handling additional pressure measurements modifications to the data acquisition software were not required. Nevertheless, the data acquisition software was reviewed and slightly modified to generate more appropriate output files for the current measurements.

4.5.2 Pressure and Temperature Measurements

As mentioned previously, the rotating test rig utilizes two pressure transducers for all pressure measurements made. A PDCR-22 ±34.5 kPa (±5 psi) differential transducer is used to measure the differential pressure across the flow meter and a PDCR-22 345 kPa (50 psi) absolute transducer is used for all other pressure measurements. The voltage signal from each transducer is sent to one of the two HP 44702B 13-Bit high speed voltmeter cards installed in the HP 3852 data acquisition mainframe. The range of the voltmeter used with the absolute pressure transducer was set to 320 mV. This corresponds to a resolution of 78.13 μV or 0.05 psia. The voltmeter range for the differential pressure transducer was set to 40 mV which corresponds to a resolution of 9.766 μV or 0.001 psid. To obtain a pressure measurement, 200 samples are taken at 2000 Hz. The 200 samples are then averaged to give the mean value for the measured pressure. The number of samples and sample frequency were originally selected by Roberts (2001) to match those used in the HSWT and it has been found that these values produce repeatable mean values for the quantities measured in both the rotating test rig and HSWT. Sample outputs of the absolute transducer are shown in Figure 4.11. Included in the figure is the running average for the same data sets. The running average
is the average of the samples up to the point at which a sample is taken. The samples within the 0.05 s delay are shown to illustrate the pneumatic response of the system after switching Scanivalve® ports and are not actually collected during testing. As seen the running average of the collected data is stable after 200 samples.

![Sample transducer output](image)

**Figure 4.11: Sample transducer output**

The temperature measurements are made using an HP 44708 20-Channel Multiplexing Thermocouple Compensated Voltmeter. The voltmeter has 13-bit resolution and outputs the temperature directly with a resolution of 0.1°C. Similar to the pressure measurements, a temperature measurement is the average of 200 samples at 2000 Hz.
4.5.3 Shaft Speed Measurement

The frequency of the TTL pulse from the tachometer is measured using an HP 44715 200 kHz 5-Channel Counter/Totalizer. The shaft speed is determined by summing the number of tachometer pulses in a sampling time of 1 s. The resolution of the frequency counter is therefore 1 Hz or 60 RPM. The shaft speed for a given test point is determined by averaging five speed measurements of 1 s duration. The variation in these five measurements was used to estimate the uncertainty in the measured values of shaft speed and is discussed later.

4.6 DATA REDUCTION

4.6.1 Properties of Air

The maximum temperature variation measured between all test points was less than 100°C. The relative humidity varied depending on the current atmospheric conditions of the test day. It was therefore necessary to account for the variations in relative humidity due to its influence on the mass flow parameter and the efficiency. The humidity affects the mass flow parameter by means of the density and affects the efficiency by means of the isentropic exponent.

The properties of moist air were modelled as an ideal mixture of dry air and water vapour. Curve fit equations from Irvine (1984) were used to determine the fluid properties of each constituent. The fluid properties of the mixture were then determined from the mass-averaged properties for dry air and water vapour at the average temperature between the inlet and discharge of the compressor.
First the specific humidity ($\omega$) is found from the relative humidity ($RH$).

\[
\omega = 0.62188 \frac{RH}{P_{amb} - 0.37812RH \times P_{sat}}
\]  

(4.3)

where $P_{sat}$ is the saturation pressure of water vapour at the ambient temperature and $P_{amb}$ is the ambient pressure. The saturation pressure of water vapour ($P_{sat}$) expressed in kPa is found from Irvine (1984) when the temperature ($T$) is specified in Kelvin.

\[
P_{sat} = e^{\left(\sum_{n=0}^{n=4} a_n T^n\right)} - \left(\frac{b}{T - c}\right)
\]  

(4.4)

The specific heats at constant pressure of dry air and water vapour are also found from Irvine (1984).

\[
c_{\text{pa}} = \sum_{n=0}^{n=4} a_n T^n
\]  

(4.5)

\[
c_{\text{pw}} = 237.6 \times 10^{-5} T^2 - 97.9 \times 10^{-5} T + 1.847
\]  

(4.6)

The specific heat is given in kJ/kgK when $T$ is in Kelvin. The coefficients for Equations 4.4 and 4.5 can be found in Appendix A. The mixture properties are then determined from the mass-averaged properties of dry air and water vapour as follows:

\[
c_p = m_{\text{air}} c_{\text{pa}} + m_{\text{w}} c_{\text{pw}} = (1 - \omega) c_{\text{pa}} + \omega c_{\text{pw}}
\]  

(4.7)

\[
R = m_{\text{air}} R_{\text{air}} + m_{\text{w}} R_{\text{w}} = R_{\text{air}} \left[\frac{(1 - \omega)}{M_{\text{air}}} + \frac{\omega}{M_{\text{w}}\text{}}\right]
\]  

(4.8)
\( R_U = 8.314 \text{ kJ/kgK} \) is the universal gas constant and \( m \) and \( Mw \) are the mass fraction and the molecular weight of each constituent respectively. The isentropic exponent \( (\gamma) \) is:

\[
\gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_v} = \frac{c_p}{c_p - R} \tag{4.9}
\]

### 4.6.2 Test Parameters

**Mass Flow Parameter:**

In order to determine the mass flow parameter the mass flow rate through the compressor must first be known. The mass flow rate \( \dot{m} \) is obtained using the flow velocity \( V \), area \( A \) and density \( \rho \), all at the throat of the flow nozzle.

\[
\dot{m} = \rho AV
\]

The flow velocity at the nozzle throat was calculated using Equations 4.1 and 4.2 from Section 4.3.1.

\[
V = C_D \sqrt{\frac{2\Delta P}{\rho(1-B^4)}} \tag{4.1}
\]

\[
C_D = \frac{\left(1-B^4\right)^2 \left(\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)^{\frac{2}{\gamma}} \left(\frac{\gamma}{\gamma-1}\right) \left(1-\left(\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)^{\frac{\gamma-1}{\gamma}}\right)}{1-B^4\left(\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)^{\frac{2}{\gamma}}\left(1-\frac{P_2}{P_1}\right)} \tag{4.2}
\]
The density at the nozzle throat was calculated from the ideal gas law.

\[ \rho = \frac{P}{RT} \quad (4.10) \]

Because the static density is required in the flow velocity calculation, the static pressure at the nozzle throat and the inlet static temperature were needed. The nozzle throat static pressure was measured directly by the absolute transducer; however, the total temperature was measured at the inlet. The static temperature \( T \) can be found from the total temperature \( T_0 \) using the isentropic relationship.

\[ T = T_0 - \frac{v^2}{2c_p} \quad (4.11) \]

Since the static temperature is also a function of the flow velocity an iterative process was required. The mass flow parameter was then calculated from Equation 2.13.

\[ \Pi_m = \frac{m\sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D^2} \sqrt[\gamma]{\frac{R}{\gamma}} \right) \quad (2.13) \]

**Speed Parameter:**

The speed parameter was calculated directly from Eqn. 2.14 using the fluid properties and total temperature at the compressor inlet. As is common practice, the rotational speed \( N \) is specified in RPM and therefore the speed parameter is not truly non-dimensional.

\[ \Pi_N = \frac{N}{\sqrt{T_{01}}} \left( \frac{D}{\sqrt{\gamma R}} \right) \quad (2.14) \]
Machine Reynolds Number:

The machine Reynolds number \((Re_{b2})\) is based on the exit vane height \((b_2)\) and was calculated from Eqn. 2.15.

\[
Re_{b2} = \frac{\rho_0 U_2 b_2}{\mu}
\]

(2.15)

The stagnation density \((\rho_0)\) is determined from the measured inlet total temperature and total pressure using the ideal gas law (Equation 4.10). The blade tip speed \((U_2)\) is determined from the rotational speed \((N\text{ in RPM})\) and impeller tip diameter \((D_2)\) from:

\[
U_2 = \frac{\pi ND_2}{60}
\]

The viscosity \((\mu)\) was taken to be equal to \(1.846 \times 10^{-5} \text{ Ns/m}^2\), the value for air at 300 K.

Impeller Exit Total Pressure and Flow Angle:

The new total pressure probes used to measure the flow conditions at the impeller outlet are detailed in Section 4.4.1. In total eight new probes were installed at various circumferential positions around the impeller outlet. The sensing hole of the new probes is located on the cylindrical surface of the probe stem. Since the probes can be rotated, the sensing hole can be aligned at multiple angles relative to the flow. For a given operating point, the probes are fixed to a known angle relative to the radial axis of the impeller. Measurements are repeated for five probe angles for the same operating condition. A second-order polynomial is fitted to the data and the peak of the curve is used to estimate the total pressure. The flow angle is then taken as the probe angle at which the curve is a maximum.

Figure 4.12 shows a sample of the measured pressures for various probe angles for a particular operating point. As seen the measured pressure varies with probe angle.
for each probe. In addition, the curve fits yield differing maximum pressures for different probes. Thus there appears to be circumferential variations in the flow at the impeller exit. The results obtained using the probe measurements are discussed in Section 7.3.3.

Figure 4.12: Sample measurements and curve fits obtained from the rotatable total pressure probes

It was desired to obtain averaged total pressures and flow angles for the impeller outlet flow. The eight individual pressure measurements were therefore averaged at each probe angle. Since the probes are not evenly spaced around the circumference of the impeller outlet, a trapezoidal area-averaging technique was used to average the data. A
second-order polynomial was then fitted to the averaged data and the total pressure at the impeller exit was estimated as the peak of this curve fit.

![Graph showing averaged total pressure estimates](image)

**Figure 4.13: Averaged total pressure estimates from the sample measurements of the rotatable total pressure probes**

Figure 4.13 shows the averaged pressures measured at various probe angles and the corresponding curve fit. The total pressure and flow angle estimate using the curve fit of the averaged data is shown. An alternative would be to determine the total pressure and flow angle for each probe and then area-average these values circumferentially. The corresponding values are shown on Figure 4.13 using open symbols. It would have been more appropriate to average the components of velocity at each probe location to
determine the averaged flow angle. However, insufficient information was available at the impeller exit to determine the velocities and thus the averaged flow angle could only be estimated using the flow angle at each probe.

As seen in Figure 4.13, the two estimates of total pressure and flow angle are nearly identical. The experimental performance characteristics of the impeller, presented in Section 7.3.2, were therefore obtained by area-averaging the measured pressures before generating the curve fit and estimating the total pressure and flow angle. The results shown in Figure 4.12 and 4.13 are for a representative operating point and are typical of all operating points for the data set.

**Total Pressure Ratio:**

The stage total pressure ratio was calculated from the absolute pressures measured in the inlet and discharge pipes.

\[ PR = \frac{P_{02}}{P_{01}} \quad (2.18) \]

The impeller total pressure ratio was calculated using the average total pressure estimate from the rotatable total pressure probes as the outlet condition \( P_{02} \).

**Isentropic Efficiency:**

The isentropic efficiency of the stage and the impeller were calculated from Equation 2.19 using their respective pressure ratios, and the total temperature measurements made in the inlet and discharge pipes.

\[ \eta = \frac{\left( \frac{P_{02}}{P_{01}} \right)^{\frac{\gamma-1}{\gamma}} - 1}{\frac{T_{02}}{T_{01}} - 1} \quad (2.19) \]
4.6.3 Corrections to Measured Data

4.6.3.1 Corrections Due to Deviations in Test Speed Parameter

By manually adjusting the blowing pressure it was possible to match the shaft speed from run to run to within about 500 RPM of the desired speed. This variation corresponds to approximately 1% of the desired speed at the lowest rotational speed of 46,000 RPM. At higher rotational speeds it was found that the desired speed could be more closely matched and typical variations of the test speed were less than 0.5% of the specified speed. Nevertheless, minor corrections are made to the pressure ratio to account for differences in the specified and actual shaft speeds and the formulation is taken from Roberts (2001).

The pressure ratio is corrected by assuming that the pressure rise in the compressor is proportional to the square of the rotational speed, then

\[
\left[ \frac{1}{N^2} \left( \frac{P_{o2}}{P_{o1}} - 1 \right) \right]_t = \left[ \frac{1}{N^2} \left( \frac{P_{o2}}{P_{o1}} - 1 \right) \right]_{sp}
\]

(4.12)

where the subscripts \( t \) and \( sp \) represent the conditions at the actual test point and at the desired speed respectively. The corrected pressure ratio at the specified rotational speed is therefore:

\[
\left( \frac{P_{o2}}{P_{o1}} \right)_{sp} = 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{P_{o2}}{P_{o1}} \right)_t - 1 \right] \left( \frac{N_{sp}}{N_t} \right)^2
\]

(4.13)

Equation 4.13 can only be applied to correct for small differences in the shaft speed and should not be used to predict the pressure ratio for a different speed line.
4.6.3.2 Reynolds Number Correction

The measured performance was corrected for differences in the Reynolds number, such that the experimental data could be compared to the data collected by Roberts (2001) and the data provided by the manufacturer. As in Roberts (2001), the Reynolds number correction was performed using the method of Strub et al. (1987). This method was selected because it has been validated over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, including the particularly low values ($Re_b < 55,000$) seen in the experiments. The method of Strub et al. provides corrections for the efficiency, pressure ratio and mass flow parameter.

**Efficiency Correction:**

The Reynolds number correction for efficiency is based on an estimated friction factor $\lambda$ in the impeller and takes the form:

$$\frac{1 - \eta_{sp}}{1 - \eta_t} = \frac{0.3 + 0.7 \frac{\lambda_{sp}}{\lambda_{cr}}}{0.3 + 0.7 \frac{\lambda_t}{\lambda_{cr}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

The friction factor at the critical Reynolds number $\lambda_{cr}$ is calculated from the surface roughness $e$ and the exit vane height of the impeller $b_2$ using

$$\lambda_{cr} = 1.74 - 2\log_{10}\left(2\frac{e}{b_2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

Strub et al. recommend using the equations from Colebrook (1939) for fully developed circular pipe flow to estimate the friction factor at the test and specified conditions. However, applying the Colebrook equation requires iteration and instead an explicit formulation from Haaland (1983) was used:
\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}} = -1.8 \frac{n}{n} \log_{10} \left[ \left( \frac{6.9}{Re_{D_H}} \right)^n + \left( \frac{e}{3.75D_H} \right)^{1.11n} \right] \quad (4.16) \]

As stated by Strub et al., an appropriate mean hydraulic diameter \( D_H \) for an impeller is \( 2b_2 \) and the mean flow in a compressor stage is approximately \( U_2/2 \). The Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter \( Re_{D_H} \) is therefore equal to the machine Reynolds number \( Re_{b_2} \). In the range of Reynolds numbers seen experimentally, a value of \( n = 2.75 \) provided reasonable agreement with the Colebrook equations.

**Pressure Ratio Correction:**

Strub et al. argue that near the best efficiency point approximately half of the increase in efficiency due to an increase in Reynolds number will contribute to an increase in the pressure ratio. The pressure ratio correction is then:

\[ \frac{PR_{sp} - 1}{PR - 1} = 0.5 + 0.5 \frac{\eta_{sp}}{\eta_t} \quad (4.17) \]

**Mass Flow Parameter Correction:**

Strub et al. note that the pressure ratio versus mass flow characteristic at a given point is approximately parabolic. In addition, the authors note that the change in pressure rise and mass flow with increasing Reynolds number resembles the change due to a small increase in speed. The correction of the mass flow parameter is therefore of the following form:

\[ \frac{\Pi_{m,sp}}{\Pi_{m,t}} = \sqrt{\frac{PR_{sp}}{PR_t}} \quad (4.18) \]
where

$$\Pi_m = \frac{\dot{n}\sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D^2} \sqrt{\frac{R}{\gamma}} \right)$$

The variation of machine Reynolds number at a given shaft speed never exceeded 10 % and in general was less than 5 %. The resulting efficiency correction for most test points was therefore less than 0.5 %. The corrections to the pressure ratio and mass flow parameter were typically less than 0.5 % and 0.2 % of their respectively measured value.

4.7 ASSESSMENT OF ERRORS IN TEST PARAMETERS

4.7.1 Uncertainties in Measured Test Quantities

The experimental methods used here are nearly identical to those of Roberts (2001), with the exception of the new instrumentation added during the test rig modifications. Therefore the measurement uncertainties for the existing instrumentation are the same as those determined by Roberts (2001). Roberts divided the contributions to the uncertainties of measured quantities into five categories. The uncertainties have been reviewed and re-grouped into four categories as follows:

1. Single Sample Error: This represents the accuracy and resolution of the sensor in taking a single sample, and also includes the uncertainty in the sensor calibration.

2. Measurement Scatter: This represents the scatter in a test measurement, which consists of 200 samples.

3. Fluctuations of measured test quantities during a test: During a given run, small fluctuations in the operating point were caused by fluctuations of the turbine blowing pressure.
4. Uncertainties in the Apparatus: This represents any systematic errors resulting from the imperfections of the test apparatus. These may include errors due to probe misalignment, pressure tap imperfections, leakage from the test circuit and heat transfer through the insulated components.

The typical scatter of a given test measurement for each sensor, as noted by Roberts (2001), is shown in Table 4.2. The values quoted represented the majority of test cases (> 80 %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Sample Error</th>
<th>Sample Resolution</th>
<th>Typical Scatter of Single Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow meter</td>
<td>Druck PDCR22</td>
<td>0.02 % FS</td>
<td>9.766 μV</td>
<td>0.1 % of Measured Differential Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Pressure</td>
<td>Differential Pressure Transducer</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00674 kPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000977 psi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet and Discharge</td>
<td>Druck PDCR22</td>
<td>0.1 % FS</td>
<td>78.13 μV</td>
<td>0.5 % of Measured Absolute Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Pressure</td>
<td>Absolute Pressure Transducer</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.359 kPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0521 psi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet and Discharge</td>
<td>Type-E Grounded Thermocouple</td>
<td>0.1°C</td>
<td>0.25 % of Measured Absolute Temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Junction</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft Speed</td>
<td>United Sensor IRS-5W Infrared Tachometer</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>1 Hz 60 RPM</td>
<td>0.5% of Measured RPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Typical scatter in single test point measurements
Before the data were collected the compressor was run at a constant speed until steady-state conditions were reached. This typically took less than 5 minutes and achievement of steady-state was identified by monitoring the outlet total temperature. Once steady-state was achieved three measurement points were taken over a period of fifteen minutes, as specified by ASME PTC 10. A measurement point consists of all averaged quantities obtained from the specified 200 samples of each quantity. Each operating point indicated on the compressor performance characteristics shown in Chapter 7 was generated by taking the average of the three measurement points taken over the fifteen minutes of steady-state operation. During a given fifteen minute run it was common to see slight variations (< 0.5 % of the averaged measured quantity) in the compressor performance due to variations in the turbine blowing pressure and the resulting variation in the compressor rotational speed. Section 3.3 of PTC 10 gives limits to the maximum variations allowed in a given test measurement. Test points with variations larger than those specified by PTC 10 were rejected. The nozzle differential pressure measurements have an allowable 2 % variation in the measured quantity as specified by PTC 10. However, at low flow rates, nozzle differential pressure measurements with up to 4 % variation were accepted. These measurements were accepted because of the poor resolution on the flow velocity due to the square root relationship of Equation 4.1.

Roberts estimated the total measurement uncertainty of the existing instrumentation by summing the uncertainty of a single sample, single measurement (200 samples) and the typical variations during the fifteen minute test. The inlet and discharge total pressure measurements were estimated to be accurate to within ±1 % of the measured absolute pressure, the inlet and discharge temperatures are accurate to within ±0.25 % of the measured absolute temperature and the shaft speed is accurate to within ±1 % of the measured shaft speed. The uncertainty of the flow meter differential pressure increases significantly at lower flow rates. As a result, Roberts estimated the flow meter differential pressure to be accurate to within ±1 % of the measured differential pressure in
most cases and accurate to within ±3 % of the measured differential pressure for tests at low flow rates ($\Pi_m < 0.02$).

Data acquisition of the new rotatable total pressure probes and static pressure taps, added as part of the test rig modifications, was performed using the same methodology and pressure transducer as the inlet and discharge pressure measurements. The new total pressure probes and static taps are located within the compressor casing upstream of the volute. It is therefore possible that measurements made by the new instrumentation are influenced by the impeller rotation. Depending on the shaft speed, approximately 690 to 840 blade passages will pass each rotatable total pressure probe and static pressure tap during the 0.1 s sampling time (200 samples). This corresponds to one sample for every 3 or 4 blade passings. The measurements obtained are therefore a time average of a quantity which is varying with high frequency due to the turbulence in the flow and periodically at the blade passing frequency. Unfortunately it is difficult to estimate the uncertainty in this time averaging since it is affected by the pneumatic response of the instrumentation. Since the measurements from the new instrumentation were obtained in the same manner as the inlet and discharge total pressure, the measurement uncertainty of the new instrumentations is at best equal to that of the inlet and discharge pressure measurements (that is, ±1 % of the measured absolute pressure, as quoted earlier). However, the same level of accuracy is unlikely in the new instrumentation due to the higher frequency conditions and it is expected that the uncertainty is significantly higher than the values quoted for the inlet and discharge pressure.

There is additional uncertainty in the measurements of the rotatable total pressure probes due to the uncertainty of the spanwise position of the probe sensing hole and its angle relative to the radial direction of the rotor. The location of the probe sensing hole is estimated to be accurate to about ±1 mm (±0.04 in.). Each probe and collar pair was designed such that the probe is located spanwise by being butted up against the shroud
wall of the compressor casing (the wall opposite the hole). This ensured that the probe sensing hole would always be in the same spanwise location, although the location is not precisely known because of possible unevenness of the wall surface. The probe sensing hole spanwise position is therefore estimated very approximately to be accurate to within \pm 20 \% span.

The probe angle is set using indicating marks which have been etched into the larger cylindrical surface of the probe and probe collar. The probe collars are fixed to the compressor casing and the etched marks are aligned at a known angle relative to the radial axis. The uncertainty of the probe angle relative to the flow is therefore dependent not only on the manufacturing tolerances but also the probe collar installation and precision to which the probe sensing hole can be aligned relative to the probe collar. It was found that aligning the etched indicating mark of the probe to the indicating marks of the probe collar was significantly less accurate than either the manufacturing tolerances or the probe collar alignment relative to the radial axis. It is therefore believed that the uncertainty in the probe angle is primarily a function of the uncertainty in aligning the indicating marks on the probe to those on the probe collar. Each indicating mark spans approximately 2 mm of the 52 mm probe and probe collar circumference. The alignment of the indicating marks is therefore estimated to be accurate to within \pm 1 mm which corresponds to approximately \pm 7^\circ uncertainty in the specified probe angle.

4.7.2 Uncertainties in Calculated Test Parameters

The uncertainties in the calculated test parameters were estimated using the uncertainty analysis method of Moffat (1985). The author expresses the uncertainty in the calculated result \( R \) as a function of the uncertainty in the measured test quantities \( (x_i) \), by the following relationship:
\[
\delta R = \sqrt{\left( \frac{\delta R}{\delta x_i} \right)^2}
\]  
(4.19)

Results that are the products of measured quantities raised to some power can be expressed by:

\[
R = x_1^a x_2^b ... x_n^m
\]  
(4.20)

The relative uncertainty \((\delta R / R)\) for calculated test parameters that take the form of Equation 4.20 can be found from:

\[
\frac{\delta R}{R} = \sqrt{\left( a \frac{\delta x_1}{x_1} \right)^2 + \left( b \frac{\delta x_2}{x_2} \right)^2 + ... + \left( m \frac{\delta x_n}{x_n} \right)^2}
\]  
(4.21)

Table 4.3 summarizes the results of the uncertainty analysis when applied to the mass flow parameter, speed parameter, pressure ratio and efficiency. Estimates of the uncertainty in the mass flow parameter are given for both low and high flow rates since the relative uncertainty in the flow meter differential pressure increases at low flow rates. The error in the efficiency calculation is influenced by the pressure ratio and was therefore presented for representative values for each speed line. With the exception of the uncertainty in the efficiency calculation, all values have been taken from Roberts (2001). The estimated uncertainty in the efficiency is a function of the isentropic exponent and Roberts performed the uncertainty analysis for the efficiency calculation using argon, which had the highest isentropic exponent in his work. The uncertainty analysis for the efficiency has therefore been re-estimated using the isentropic exponent of air since all tests conducted within this study used air as the working fluid.
Table 4.3: Estimated uncertainty in calculated test parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Parameter</th>
<th>Estimated Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow Parameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_m &lt; 0.02$</td>
<td>±0.004 (±2.5 % FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_m &gt; 0.02$</td>
<td>±0.0008 (±0.5 % FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed Parameter</td>
<td>±0.15 (±0.7 % FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Ratio</td>
<td>±0.03 (±1.3 % FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_N = 10.06$</td>
<td>±3.3 (±4.4 % FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_N = 15.23$</td>
<td>±1.5 (±2.0 % FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_N = 18.35$</td>
<td>±1.1 (±1.5 % FS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The method of Moffat (1985) is adequate for estimating the uncertainty in the calculated test parameters shown in Table 4.3. However, the same method cannot be applied to estimate the uncertainty in the impeller exit total pressure and flow angle.

The uncertainty in the impeller exit total pressure and flow angle is a function of the uncertainty in the individual measured values and the error in the curve fit used. As mentioned previously, the uncertainty in the measured pressures is greater than ±1 % and the uncertainty in the specified flow angle is about ±7°. Typical R-squared values of the curve fit are in the range of 0.85 to 0.95. This would suggest that the impeller outlet total pressure and flow angle estimates are accurate to within ±1.5 % and ±10° respectively. However, the uncertainty in the impeller exit total pressure and flow angle is likely much
larger than the uncertainties in the individual total pressure and flow angle values due to the circumferential averaging process. It is therefore difficult to assign a value to the uncertainty in the impeller outlet total pressure and flow angle estimates.
5.0 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic performance predictions for two centrifugal compressors were obtained as part of the current study. The two compressors are the Turbonetics T04E-50 turbocharger compressor and the rotating test rig compressor designed in the present work. The performance predictions were obtained using the commercial CFD codes CFX-BladeGen+ and ANSYS CFX. The flows were predicted for several configurations of the test rig compressor including the impeller alone and the complete stage. This chapter details the computational methods used for the performance predictions.

The rotating test rig compressor was designed for use in an existing rotating test rig that is based on a turbocharger. The design process, detailed in Section 6.2, was performed using CFX-BladeGen. The capabilities of CFX-BladeGen and the computational methods used are discussed more thoroughly in Section 5.2. The test rig compressor was originally intended to validate the compressor aerodynamic performance predictions of the CFD software, ANSYS CFX. This would have been achieved by comparing the computational predictions to experimental data for the same compressor. Due to time constraints it was not possible to obtain the experimental performance data for the new test rig compressor. It was therefore decided to obtain the desired comparison using data from an existing machine. From the work of Roberts (2001) there existed a Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor ready for experimental testing. In addition, a three-dimensional scan of the rotor geometry provided an accurate solids-model representation for use with the computational software. It was therefore possible to use the T04E-50 impeller to obtain the measured data and use it to validate the compressor aerodynamic performance predictions of ANSYS CFX. The detailed aerodynamic performance of both the T04E-50 impeller and the rotating test rig compressor were
predicted using ANSYS CFX. The computational methods used and a more detailed description of ANSYS CFX is given in Section 5.3.

5.2 CFX-BladeGen

CFX-BladeGen is commercially available software (since discontinued) with the distinct advantage of being both a geometry design (CAD) program as well as a fully three-dimensional fluids solver. The CAD module referred to as BladeGen is customized for the creation of turbomachinery models. Because of its ease of use, BladeGen is capable of generating small geometric changes to potential rotor geometries quickly. The CFD component known as BladeGen+ is customized for the rapid testing of potential turbomachinery designs and is based on the CFX-5 Navier-Stokes code. To ensure ease of use and rapid solving, several of the code’s features are disabled or given default values. It is for this reason that the code is useful for preliminary design but insufficient for detailed aerodynamic performance predictions.

CFX-BladeGen was selected for the design of the rotating test rig compressor impeller discussed in Section 6.2. The goal was to determine an appropriate geometry that met specific manufacturing constraints while still maintaining as much of the original geometry and performance as possible. Since a previous preliminary rotor design was completed by Charest (2003), CFX-BladeGen was used for the rapid creation and testing of new geometries. Similarly when studying the effects of working fluid on the design geometry, rapid results of several geometric variants were required. Therefore CFX-BladeGen was also selected for generating the results of Section 6.3.

The computational domain modelled in BladeGen+ consisted of a complete blade set with an extension of the flow passage at both the inlet and outlet. A complete blade set is comprised of a main and a splitter blade. Thus the geometry modelled is a one tenth circumferential section of the rotor since there is a total of ten blade sets in the
complete rotor. The performance of the entire rotor is then based on the assumption of periodicity between blade sets. BladeGen+ does not have the capability to model tip clearances and thus none are present in the domain. The inability to model tip clearance and the resulting leakage flow is one of the major limitations of the software that prevent it from providing accurate aerodynamic predictions.

For simplicity BladeGen+ only allows the selection of either laminar or turbulent flow. Turbulent flow was selected and the code then makes use of a zero-equation turbulence model. The particular model used is not specified but has proved to be fast, robust and reasonably accurate for a wide range of problems (CFX-BladeGen+ User's Manual, 2000). Regardless, it is common practice to use turbulence models consisting of two equations or more to generate more detailed aerodynamic predictions of turbomachinery flows.

The mesh is composed of a structured prismatic mesh, known as inflation layers, next to the solid surfaces and an unstructured 'tet-mesh' made of tetrahedral elements elsewhere. When generated properly the inflation layers serve to capture the fluid effects in the boundary layer with fewer elements than a corresponding tet-mesh would require. Even with the use of two element types BladeGen+ is still limited in its ability to sufficiently mesh the computational domain because of the meshing options available. Again in an attempt to simplify case definition the meshing options only allow the selection of an overall grid refinement factor and number of inflations layers desired on the solid walls. The maximum number of cells or nodes is also limited in order to give rapid computations. Since BladeGen+ is tailored specifically to turbomachines the grid is significantly finer near the leading and trailing edges, however no other mesh control is accessible. As with any CFD computations it is important to obtain grid independent results. This would ensure that the design process demonstrates only the changes in performance due to changes in geometry. To achieve this, a grid dependence study was performed on the rotor detailed in Charest (2003). Since the geometry is very similar in
the new design it is assumed that the grid refinement factor selected based on the design of Charest (2003) will be acceptable for both designs. To validate this assumption a grid dependence study was performed on the final design selected. The re-design process was conducted by performing parametric studies with specific geometric parameters and investigating their effect on the compressor performance characteristics. It was decided to use the effect of grid density on a constant speed operating line to determine grid sensitivity. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the total pressure ratio characteristics for the original impeller designed by Charest (2003) and the current test rig impeller for varying grid densities.

![Graph showing grid sensitivity](image)

**Figure 5.1: Charest (2003) impeller grid sensitivity in CFX-BladeGen+**
It should be noted that the constant speed lines seen in Figure 5.1 and 5.2 do not correspond to the same rotational speed and therefore cannot be directly compared. Each operating point is specified by the rotational speed, inlet total temperature and total pressure and the outlet static pressure. As seen in both Figures 5.1 and 5.2 there is variation between the constant speed lines predicted with the three refinement factors and it is believed that BladeGen+ is not capable of generating a grid with sufficient density to achieve grid independent solutions. Nevertheless, BladeGen+ should be capable of generating the trend accurate results required for the design process with either of the grid refinement factors shown. A grid refinement factor of 3.0 was selected to perform all
subsequent BladeGen+ calculations because of the ability to obtain solutions for a complete constant speed line within 24 hours using a dual processor machine. Table 5.1 summarizes the grid properties and run time for various grid refinement factors. The run time has been estimated on a single processor for 750 iterations since typical solutions reached the desired convergence criteria by this point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinement Factor (RF)</th>
<th>Node Count</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Run Time (750 Iterations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>23145</td>
<td>45868</td>
<td>2 hr 25 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>47010</td>
<td>117757</td>
<td>4 hr 40 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>75621</td>
<td>213292</td>
<td>7 hr 15 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Grid properties and run time for various grid refinement factors in CFX-BladeGen+

5.3 ANSYS CFX

5.3.1 Description of the Software

ANSYS CFX is a commercially available general purpose CFD code. It consists of five individual software modules that allow a complete CFD analysis from grid generation to post processing. The grid generation available in ANSYS CFX is more advanced than CFX-BladeGen+ and provides several user options to adequately mesh complex geometries. If desired the software is also capable of working with other standard mesh files and allows the use of multiple domains and mesh types in a single computational case. In addition, the physics definitions available in ANSYS CFX are also more detailed than BladeGen+. ANSYS CFX provides a full range of boundary conditions, domain interfaces and turbulence models to analyze a wide variety of flow fields. The solver used is fully three-dimensional and is based on the Navier-Stokes differential equations which describe fluid flow. ANSYS CFX is therefore an
appropriate tool for detailed aerodynamic performance predictions of the Turbonetics T04E-50 impeller and the test rig compressor.

5.3.2 Modelling of the Turbonetics T04E-50 Impeller

The computational domains of the T04E-50 impeller as modelled in ANSYS CFX are shown in Figure 5.3. To aid in visualization the surface meshes of the domains have also been shown. However, the details of the mesh will be discussed later. The complete computational case of the T04E-50 impeller consists of both a rotating impeller (blue and green) and a stationery diffuser (red). Although it is intended to investigate the performance of just the impeller, the diffuser domain is added to extend the boundaries of the simulation beyond the radial location of the total pressure probes installed on the compressor casing of the experimental apparatus. These rotatable total pressure probes, detailed in Section 4.4.1, function collectively to mimic the capabilities of a multi-hole probe and provide both total pressure and flow angle data. The addition of the diffuser domain therefore allows direct comparison of the total pressure probe data to the computational predictions.

Both domains are generated independently and are mated using a so-called Frozen Rotor interface. This type of interface changes the frame of reference while maintaining the relative position of the components and the inlet of the diffuser is therefore exposed to the rotor discharge flow at a fixed rotor position. The interface allows the wakes generated by the impeller blades to propagate into the diffuser but at a fixed circumferential position resulting in a steady-state solution in both reference frames. As a result the unsteady effects of the passing wakes are not modelled when using a Frozen Rotor interface. The Frozen Rotor interface was selected here because it is computationally the simplest of three options available in ANSYS CFX and the unsteady effects are believed to be small.
Conformal grids would give a one-to-one match between nodes across the impeller-diffuser interface and would produce the most accurate predictions. However, the use of conformal grids was not feasible based on the complex geometries used. Instead the General Grid Interface (GGI) connection provided by CFX was used. This connection allows differences in node locations as well as element types by enforcing conservation for all fluxes across the interface by appropriate interpolation techniques.

For the T04E-50 impeller, both domains modelled are a one sixth circumferential section of their respective components. This represents a complete blade set of the impeller and a 60° annular section of the diffuser. A blade set is comprised of a main and
splitter blade (illustrated with green in Figure 5.3) and the corresponding vane space (blue). The model also includes the clearance between the blade tips and shroud surface and was estimated as a constant 0.635 mm. The impeller domain is also extended upstream of the inlet plane and downstream of the exit plane to ensure that the defined inlet boundary condition and domain interface are sufficiently far from the blade leading and trailing edges. This is recommended because these regions contain complex flow structures and their interaction with boundary conditions and domain interfaces may hamper convergence.

Figure 5.4: Slice plane of Turbonetics T04E-50 grid at constant axial location

Figure 5.4 shows the major features of the mesh on a slice plane at an arbitrary streamwise location. The mesh is composed of inflation layers next to the solid surfaces and an unstructured ‘tet-mesh’ elsewhere. Fifteen inflation layers are grown outward from a specified first node height off the wall, expansion ratio and maximum thickness on all surfaces such that they blend into the unstructured tet-mesh of the interior of the
flow. The inflation layers generated resolve the boundary layer with the recommended minimum 10 nodes (ANSYS CFX User’s Manual, 2005). This ensures the greatest accuracy for the k-ω based, Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model used. The length scale of all elements reduces near the solid surfaces in order to accurately resolve the curvature of the complex geometry. There is also a greater concentration of nodes at both the blade leading and trailing edges. This is common practice for CFD predictions of turbomachinery because the aerodynamic performance is sensitive to the flow in these regions and care must be taken to properly resolve the geometry and flow.

An assumption of periodicity around the rotor is made and a periodic interface is defined at the two meridional planes. Unfortunately due to the overall length scale of the domain compared to the height of the first node off the wall it was not possible to incorporate a one-to-one node match across the periodic interface while still achieving appropriate boundary layer resolution. Instead, a GGI connection was also used at the periodic boundary.

Turbulence models based on the k-ω equations have a distinct advantage in predicting the onset and extent of boundary layer separation under adverse pressure gradients more accurately than other two equation models such as those based on the k-ε equations. Unfortunately traditional k-ω models lack the accuracy in free shear flows that the k-ε models can provide (ANSYS CFX User’s Manual, 2005). Therefore the SST model was chosen because it uses the k-ω model in wall regions and the k-ε model away from the walls. This is achieved with blending functions in the near wall region that are functions of wall distance and local flow variables. The SST model requires that the values of $y^+$ be less than about 2 at the first node away from the wall. $y^+$ is based on the distance of the first node to the wall ($\Delta y$) and the wall shear stress ($\tau_w$) and is defined as:

$$ y^+ = \frac{\rho \Delta y U_r}{\mu} \quad \text{and} \quad U_r = \sqrt{\frac{\tau_w}{\rho}} $$
y+ provides information on the boundary layer resolution and its value being less than 2 ensures that the viscous sublayer has been resolved. This method is known as a Low-Reynolds Number (Re) method because of the extremely small mesh length scales normal to the wall (i.e. very thin inflation layers) needed. Although the SST model is suitable for a low-Re method it was not possible to generate a grid which met these requirements on all surfaces. However, ANSYS CFX uses an automatic near-wall treatment method for k-ω based turbulence models. This treatment allows for a shift from the low-Re form to a wall function method which is claimed to be without loss of accuracy (ANSYS CFX User’s Manual, 2005). The wall function method does not rely on complete resolution of the boundary layer because it uses an empirical formulation known as the ‘law of the wall’ to determine appropriate flow conditions near the wall.

To fully define the flow problem the inlet was specified using a total pressure and total temperature boundary condition while the exit plane boundary condition was specified as an opening using an averaged static pressure. An opening differs from an outlet in that it allows fluid to both exit and enter the domain. This is required because the presence of reversed flowing fluid at lower mass flow operating points would prevent the solver from converging to a solution if an outlet boundary was specified. Multiple operating points were investigated by varying the exit static pressure for a given inlet condition and thus altering the mass flow through the impeller. A solution was deemed converged when the RMS error residuals of the momentum and mass equations were less than \(10^{-6}\). This resulted in the maximum residuals being less than \(10^{-5}\) for the majority of cases studied. In two cases the RMS residuals were approximately \(10^{-4}\). This occurred at operating points near choking and the higher residuals were limited to a very small region. It is therefore believed to be a localized phenomenon that is preventing complete convergence and the characteristics of the overall performance parameters, seen in Section 7.4.1, appear to be unaffected. All solutions were obtained using a blended second order advection scheme known as High Resolution available in CFX. The High Resolution advection scheme attempts to use second order accuracy everywhere. In
regions where second order accuracy may lead to convergence problems (i.e. regions with high gradients) this scheme automatically switches to a blend between first and second order accuracy. The accuracy is reduced towards first order only as much as needed to allow convergence.

![Graph showing grid sensitivity](image)

**Figure 5.5: Turbonetics T04E50 grid sensitivity in ANSYS CFX**

To ensure solutions were obtained that were grid independent a grid sensitivity study was conducted. Figure 5.5 shows the variation of pressure ratio and efficiency with node count. It was found that the overall stage performance parameters became insensitive to grid density with approximately 900,000 nodes. This applies to the
pressure ratio and efficiency as seen in Figure 5.5 in addition to the mass flow rate which has not been plotted. These parameters were selected because they are the key aerodynamic parameters that characterize the overall performance of the impeller.

5.3.3 Modelling of the Test Rig Compressor Impeller

The computational methods used for the test rig compressor impeller were nearly identical to those for the Turbonetics T04E-50 impeller detailed in Section 5.3.2. This is beneficial because it is the CFD analysis of the T04E-50 impeller that will be validated by experimental data. In order to utilize the relationship between experimental data and computational predictions obtained from the T04E-50 impeller it is useful to maintain as much similarity between the computational methods for the two impellers.

The domain used consists of a complete blade set which extends outward from both the leading and trailing edges of the blade passage. Unlike the computational case of the T04E-50 impeller a separate diffuser domain was not modelled and therefore similar downstream lengths have not been modelled. As mentioned the diffuser domain was used in the T04E-50 computations to allow direct comparison to the measured data. Because experimental data were not collected for the test rig impeller a similar downstream length was not needed. Again a GGI interface was used at the periodic boundaries. The SST turbulence model and the High Resolution advection scheme were used as before. A constant 1 mm tip clearance between the blades and shroud surface was modelled to represent the clearance between the impeller and its casing. A separate computational case for the test rig impeller was generated with zero clearance between the blade tips and shroud surface in an attempt to understand the effect of tip leakage on the performance of the impeller.

A grid sensitivity study was conducted similar to that for the T04E-50 case using the variation of total pressure, efficiency and mass flow rate to judge the grid dependence. It was found that both test rig impeller cases (with and without tip
clearance) became grid independent with approximately 450,000 nodes. This is approximately half the nodes required for the T04E-50 domain. It is reasonable that the test rig impeller requires about half the number of nodes considering the larger exit blade height to blade passage length and additional diffuser used for the T04E-50 impeller computations. For both test rig impeller cases over half of the solutions would reach convergence with RMS residuals less than $10^{-6}$. However, the solutions for operating points at or near the choking mass flow rate would only reach residual values between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-5}$. This was a result of high residuals in small regions of the domain. Nevertheless, an attempt to lower the residuals was performed by solving the affected operating points using time accurate calculations available in ANSYS CFX. It was found that complete convergence could be achieved. It is therefore believed that the regions of high residuals are associated with flow structures that change with time. On the other hand, it was found that the steady-state solutions matched all major performance parameters of the time accurate solutions with less than 0.5 % difference. This is likely because the regions of high residuals represented a small portion of the domain. It was therefore decided that steady-state solutions would be adequate since the accuracy was satisfactory and the convergence time was significantly shorter.

5.3.4 Modelling of the Test Rig Compressor Stage

The CFD analysis of the rotating test rig compressor was also applied to the full stage. In preparation for future experimental testing of the impeller, a volute and casing had also been designed and manufactured. It was therefore possible to model and solve the entire stage in ANSYS CFX. This was done using the existing domain from the impeller case with tip clearance modelled. The domain was then repeated about the rotational axis to create the complete impeller. The outlet of the impeller was mated to the inlet of the diffuser/volute section and an outlet was defined at the volute exit plane. Figure 5.6 shows the complete stage modelled in ANSYS CFX. The regions shown in green represent high residuals and the significance of this will be discussed later.
Again the SST turbulence model and High Resolution advection scheme were used. It was found that the diffuser and volute section forced flow structures that were not periodic around the impeller. This lack of circumferential periodicity could only be detected by modelling the full impeller and the diffuser and volute. It demonstrates that some caution must be used when taking advantage of geometric periodicity, although this is often done to take advantage of the reduced node count and resulting shorter run time. These results and other aerodynamic predictions are discussed further in Section 8.3. With the addition of the volute domain the node count for the entire stage was approximately 5 million nodes. Due to hardware limitations it was impractical to solve the case using time accurate calculations. Thus, all solutions presented later were steady-state and therefore also used the Frozen Rotor reference change at the interface between the impeller and volute.
Since unsteady effects were present, the solutions could only be obtained with RMS residuals of approximately $10^{-4}$ when assuming steady-state conditions. This averaged value is the result of localized regions of high residuals and does not accurately represent the majority of the domain. Figure 5.6 shows the elements with residuals that were greater than $10^{-4}$. This represents a typical solution and as seen only a small number of elements have error residuals greater than $10^{-4}$. It is therefore assumed that these unresolved unsteady effects do not prevent the solution from providing reasonably accurate overall stage performance data which is the most important goal of the computational analysis.
6.0 INFLUENCE OF WORKING FLUID ON COMPRESSOR DESIGN GEOMETRY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The preliminary design of the Raven Zero-Emission Gas Turbine (RZEGT) compressor impeller was performed by Charest (2003). The impeller was designed to meet the target performance parameters set out by the Raven Zero-Emission Gas Turbine performance specifications. Due to manufacturing difficulties the preliminary geometry had to be modified by the present author before manufacturing could occur. In addition, the modified geometry was designed such that it could be installed in an existing rotating test rig. To facilitate the design process it was desired to produce a geometry that allowed manufacturing within the given constraints while still maintaining as much of the original performance as possible. This would provide an impeller, ready for experimental testing, to validate corresponding CFD predictions for the same geometry.

The current chapter begins by detailing the design process used to modify the existing preliminary design to obtain the current impeller geometry. With the design for manufacturing complete the results of the preliminary CFD performance predictions of the current impeller geometry are presented and discussed. As described in Chapter 5.0 the original intent was to provide both experimental and computational results for the current geometry but time constraints prevented the experimental performance data from being collected. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to name the current impeller geometry as the rotating test rig impeller, in reference to its intended use. Since the experimental results could not be provided for the current geometry, experimental data were instead obtained for an existing Turbonetics T04E-50 centrifugal compressor impeller. In addition, a number of improvements were made to the test rig in preparation for future testing of the test rig impeller. These test rig modifications are discussed in Section 4.4
and the subsequent experimental measurements are presented in Section 7.3. The measured data are also compared with detailed CFD predictions in Section 7.4. Since the preliminary design was intended for use with CO₂ it also provided an opportunity to investigate the effect of working fluid on the compressor design geometry. This was done by designing an alternative geometry which preserved all non-dimensional parameters as the CO₂ compressor but was designed to compress air. The new geometry shows that the change in performance due to the change in working fluid can be counteracted with simple geometric modifications. These results are given in Section 6.3.

All of the CFD predictions documented in this chapter were obtained using CFX-BladeGen+. In addition, the re-design process of Section 6.2.1 and the geometric modifications presented in Section 6.3 also involved the use of the CAD component of CFX-BladeGen. This software was selected for its ability to rapidly modify turbomachinery geometries as well as quickly and easily perform approximate CFD predictions. The CFD component of CFX-BladeGen is easy to use but is not capable of producing highly accurate CFD predictions but can give quick preliminary results that are expected to be trend accurate. It is therefore useful for the comparison of multiple geometries in the re-design process as well as investigating the effect of an alternative working fluid on the design geometry. A more detailed description of the computational software and methodology is given in Section 5.2.

6.2 DESIGN OF THE ROTATING TEST RIG IMPELLER

6.2.1 Impeller Design for Manufacture

As described by Hunt (2004), the impeller designed by Charest (2003) needed to have its blades thickened while further increasing the overall vane spacing by about 25% to allow the rotor to be manufactured. The only means of meeting this requirement was to reduce the overall number of vanes. Since the redesign began from an existing geometry it was decided to conduct several parametric studies on the effect on the
aerodynamic performance of changing specific geometric parameters. These studies were used to investigate the influence of blade count, blade thickness and wrap angle on the overall performance characteristics of the impeller. Since the reduction in blade count would likely lower the performance of the impeller it was hoped that these investigations would yield an acceptable geometry that maintained as much of the original performance as possible. The main performance parameters for the preliminary design by Charest (2003) are summarized in Table 6.1 along with the original design targets specified by the Raven Zero-Emission Gas Turbine project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Design Requirement</th>
<th>Preliminary Design (Charest)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{m} )</td>
<td>Mass Flow Rate CO₂</td>
<td>0.444 kg/s</td>
<td>0.447 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( PR )</td>
<td>Total Pressure Ratio</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>Isentropic Efficiency</td>
<td>86.3 %</td>
<td>87.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>Power Input</td>
<td>73.7 kW</td>
<td>81.1 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Rotational Speed</td>
<td>110,000 RPM</td>
<td>110,000 RPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Summary of performance parameters for the preliminary impeller designed by Charest (2003)

To begin the re-design process it was first necessary to examine the effect of the number of blades on the impeller aerodynamic performance. Figures 6.1 to 6.3 depict the effect of blade count on the total pressure rise, slip factor and efficiency of the rotor as predicted by CFX-BladeGen+. All calculations were performed at a constant rotational speed of 110,000 RPM. BladeGen+ outputs the total pressure ratio, efficiency and mass flow rate directly in a summary table of performance parameters. The slip factor, defined below, is calculated separately from mass-averaged velocity values at the trailing edge.

As can be seen, the predominant effect of a reduced blade count is to increase the choking mass flow rate with a reduction in blades. This is the result of the reduced flow
blockage and thus larger throat area present at the impeller inlet with fewer blades of a given thickness. The design mass flow rate is also apparently closer to surge (i.e. the surge margin is reduced) as the blade count is reduced while preserving all other geometric parameters. One should note that surge is a system instability and therefore impossible to predict accurately with only the impeller characteristics shown. It is known from experience that BladeGen+ can only provide converged solutions above some minimum mass flow rate. It is believed that lack of convergence may indicate the onset of blade stall. Surge would only follow if all blades stalled and a sufficient backpressure was present to completely reverse the flow direction through the compressor. These conditions, and therefore surge, are impossible to predict with the current computational case. But since the onset of stall is a prerequisite for surge, any trends in blade stall seen in the characteristics can be interpreted as trends in surge onset.

Although a particular surge margin was not specified as a design requirement it is nonetheless an important factor to consider for impeller designs. The off-design performance is directly affected by the surge margin and is therefore important to many compressor applications. By decreasing the inlet vane height it would be possible to reduce the choking mass flow rate and therefore recover the original operating range. However this modification was not investigated because subsequent geometric changes also have an effect on the operating range of the impeller. In addition, the test rig impeller will only be used for future experimental testing and the off-design performance is not of great concern. In fact, the occurrence of surge during the experimental testing could provide useful data.
As seen from Figure 6.1, the maximum total pressure rise is decreased with the reduction in the number of blade sets, where a blade set consists of a full blade and a splitter blade. It is possible that the reduced pressure rise is partly a consequence of the increased blade loading, which has the potential to increase trailing edge separation. However, one would also expect a reduced pressure rise due to the observed decrease in the slip factor, $\sigma$ (Figure 6.2). The slip factor is defined as the ratio of the actual to the ideal tangential velocity.

$$\sigma = \frac{C_{2\theta}}{C'_{2\theta}} = \frac{C_{2\theta}}{U_2 - C_{2\theta} \tan(\beta_2)}$$  

(6.1)
With the denominator being constant for a given rotational speed $U_2$, mass flow rate and outlet blade angle $\beta_2$, it is apparent that the decreased slip factor corresponds to a decreased outlet tangential velocity. From the Euler equation this results in less ideal work being delivered to the fluid and therefore a smaller pressure ratio:

$$\Delta h_o = U_2 C_{\theta 2} - U_1 C_{\theta 1} = U_2 C_{\theta 2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

There is no inlet swirl ($C_{\theta 1} = 0$).

Figure 6.2: Influence of blade count on impeller slip factor
It is known that the slip factor decreases with increasing blade loading without necessarily being associated with increased separation. It is therefore possible that the reduced pressure ratio with reduced blade count is the result of both reduced slip factor and increased flow separation. Since total pressure losses vary with the velocity squared it is to be expected that an impeller with a lower slip factor has slightly lower losses while separation tends to increase losses.

![Figure 6.3: Influence of blade count on impeller efficiency](image)

Figure 6.3 shows that the predicted efficiency increased with the reduced blade count, which suggests that the reduced pressure rise is primarily due to the reduced flow turning in this case. However, the reduced blade count has an effect on other geometric
properties which makes it difficult to be certain of the predominant effect. For example, the reduced blade count also results in a decreased surface area which tends to lower the skin friction pressure losses. With the current software it is not possible to separate the effects and it is therefore difficult to determine the precise reason for the decreased total pressure rise. It is however evident that to achieve a maximum pressure rise the slip factor should be maintained at as high a value as feasible.

Due to convergence problems with CFX-BladeGen+ it is difficult to predict operating points at lower mass flow rates than those illustrated. As the operating mass flow rate is reduced fluid attempts to re-enter the domain at the outlet plane. Since only an outlet boundary (as opposed to inflow/outflow boundaries, which are allowed in the full ANSYS CFX) can be specified in BladeGen+, the solver attempts to correct for this by generating artificial walls along the outlet plane. Such cases would reach similar convergence criterion as other operating points however the validity of such a solution is questionable. It is therefore expected that the constant speed lines of all the rotor geometries may extend to lower values of mass flow rate. Based on the results given here together with subsequent investigations it was decided to use 10 blade sets since this yields a sufficient increase in vane spacing and is close to meeting the desired performance at the design mass flow rate.

With the vane spacing set to an acceptable value, the influence of blade thickness was then examined. Another requirement from the manufacturer was to at least double the thickness of the originally 0.5 mm thick blades to add strength to the pre-cast moulds. By doing so the flow blockage is increased and the choking mass flow rate is reduced as indicated by Figures 6.4 and 6.5 which show the total pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics with varying blade thickness. Increasing blade thickness simultaneously decreases the mass flow rate at stall, and perhaps at surge, and shifts the operating range. The maximum total pressure ratio is reduced as the blade thickness is increased. This is most likely a result of increased pressure losses due to a larger trailing edge thickness.
This effect is also evident in Figure 6.5, which shows a loss in efficiency as the overall blade thickness is increased. As expected the larger sudden expansion in area at the trailing edge has increased the losses. It was decided to use a blade thickness of 1.25 mm as it did not significantly decrease the total pressure rise or efficiency while providing an acceptable blade thickness for manufacturing purposes.

Figure 6.4: Influence of blade thickness on impeller pressure ratio
Increasing the vane spacing has increased the blade aerodynamic loading. Since the current geometry is still producing a pressure ratio higher than required and in an attempt to maintain the high efficiency it was decided to reduce the blade loading. This can be achieved by increasing the wrap angle (λ) for the vanes. The wrap angle, shown schematically on the inset in Figure 6.6, is defined as the circumferential angle between the blade leading and trailing edges. Thus a larger wrap angle implies a longer blade passage and it is therefore possible to lower the blade loading without increasing the number of vanes. It was also hoped that the reduction in blade loading would increase the operating range of the compressor.
From Figure 6.6, which shows the effect of wrap angle on the efficiency characteristic, it is apparent that varying the wrap angle from 50° to 70° would give an operating line that includes the desired mass flow rate but does not change the predicted maximum efficiency. Unfortunately any reduction in losses resulting from the reduced blade loading has apparently been offset by an increase in skin friction losses on the larger wetted area of the vanes due to the larger wrap angle. Since it had little effect on the pressure rise the selection of a 70° wrap angle was made only because it should provide a stable operating point, at the required mass flow, without increasing the wrap angle further.
Initially the re-design was conducted for an impeller for use in the Raven Zero-Emission Gas Turbine (RZEGT). It was at this stage that it was realized that the original geometry was inappropriate for the existing turbomachinery test rig since the RZEGT impeller rotates in the opposite direction to that available in the test rig. Fortunately a mirrored geometry could be created with relative ease in CFX-BladeGen and mirroring has no impact on the performance predictions.

All the modifications made combined to increase the overall vane spacing for the test rig impeller by more than the required 25% needed for manufacturing. The major geometric parameters are summarized in Figure 6.7 and Table 6.2. The table also includes the corresponding values for the original design by Charcrest (2003). The changes made result in an approximate 10% reduction in total pressure rise and about a 2.0% reduction in predicted isentropic efficiency at the design flow rate. Thus the final design geometry does not meet all of the performance requirements of the RZEGT project as shown in Table 6.3. Although the current geometry is predicted to achieve the required total pressure rise it is expected that this too will fall short of the design requirements. For reasons discussed previously, the BladeGen+ results are only expected to be trend accurate and were used to estimate the change in performance during the re-design process and not expected to give accurate absolute predictions of the performance. In particular, it is expected that CFX-BladeGen+ will overestimate both the efficiency and pressure ratio due to its neglect of tip clearance leakage and the corresponding losses. Again a more detailed discussion of the computational software is given in Section 5.2 and more accurate CFD predictions of the current design using the full ANSYS CFX are presented in Chapter 8. As stated earlier, the purpose of the re-design process was to produce a manufacturable impeller suitable for experimental testing to be used to validate CFD predictions. Since the current impeller geometry does not meet the requirements of the RZEGT compressor impeller it is more appropriately known as the rotating test rig impeller.
Figure 6.7: Rotating test rig impeller geometry and velocity triangles
Table 6.2: Summary of original (Charest, 2003) and rotating test rig impeller geometries

It should be noted that although the $70^\circ$ wrap angle curve from Figure 6.6 represents the test rig impeller geometry, there are differences in the peak efficiencies shown in Figure 6.6 and given in Table 6.3. These differences are due to the difference in the wall surface roughness specified in BladeGen+. The efficiencies seen in Figure 6.6 were generated with zero surface roughness, or ‘smooth’ walls. The test rig impeller efficiency seen in Table 6.3 is predicted later as described in Section 6.2.2. In Section 6.2.2 the wall roughness specified in BladeGen+ was changed to 0.002 mm. This roughness is expected from the investment casting process used to manufacture the impeller and should increase the accuracy of the corresponding predictions.
Table 6.3: Summary of original (Charest, 2003) and rotating test rig impeller performance parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Design Requirement (RZEGT)</th>
<th>Original Design (Charest)</th>
<th>Current Design (Test Rig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{m}$</td>
<td>Mass Flow Rate CO$_2$</td>
<td>0.444 kg/s</td>
<td>0.447 kg/s</td>
<td>0.444 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PR$</td>
<td>Total Pressure Ratio</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Isentropic Efficiency</td>
<td>86.3 %</td>
<td>87.5 %</td>
<td>85.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Power Input</td>
<td>73.7 kW</td>
<td>81.1 kW</td>
<td>77.1 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Rotational Speed</td>
<td>110,000 RPM</td>
<td>110,000 RPM</td>
<td>110,000 RPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2 Detailed Aerodynamic Performance of Test Rig Impeller

The impeller geometry was designed primarily to be manufacturable while maintaining as much of the original overall performance, at the design mass flow. The predicted performance of the test rig impeller at the original design mass flow is summarized in Table 6.3. After the geometry was finalized, the aerodynamic performance was examined for off-design rotating speeds and in more detail, again using BladeGen+. These results are presented in the current section. Even though these calculations suggested that some aerodynamic improvements might be possible, no further modifications were made to the rotating test rig impeller.

From past experience (Roberts, 2001), it was expected that it would not be possible to achieve the full design rotational speed of 110,000 RPM in the test rig. Therefore, the performance was predicted for two additional, lower rotational speeds of 85,000 and 60,000 RPM. The resulting pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics are presented in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. The reference operating point used for the more detailed aerodynamic performance is indicated on both figures. The operating point selected corresponds to the design mass flow rate specified by the Raven Zero-Emission
Gas Turbine project and is summarized in Table 6.3. As seen in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, the reference operating point also corresponds to the lowest mass flow rate predicted by BladeGen+ at the design rotational speed. This is due to the inability of BladeGen+ to successfully solve flow fields in which there is inflow at the outlet plane of the domain. As the mass flow is reduced, at a constant speed, this inflow occurs and BladeGen+ can no longer provide a converged solution. However, it is possible that a stable operating point could exist at which there is inflow at the outlet plane. It is therefore expected that the operating range of the impeller extends to lower values of mass flow for all constant speed lines.

Figure 6.8: Total pressure ratio characteristic of the test rig impeller predicted by CFX-BladeGen+
Figure 6.9: Isentropic efficiency characteristic of the test rig impeller predicted by CFX-BladeGen+

Although it is expected that the mass flow range of the impeller is wider than that predicted by BladeGen+, the narrow operating range at the design speed of 110,000 RPM further illustrates that the current geometry is unsuitable for the Raven Zero-Emission Gas Turbine project. This is due to the difficulties with turbomachinery matching and poor off-design performance that would be expected from an impeller with a narrow operating range. Since the scope of this research pertains only to the performance and testing of the test rig impeller this is of minor concern provided this trait is understood by the future test engineer. As mentioned, due to power limitations of the existing rotating test rig, it is expected that testing at the design speed will not be possible. As illustrated
by both Figures 6.8 and 6.9 the operating mass flow range is wider at lower rotational speeds, and in combination with reduced power requirements, will allow future experimental testing at reduced rotational speeds.

Figure 6.9 also shows an increased peak efficiency at lower rotational speeds. This is partly the result of decreased flow velocities because total pressure losses scale on the velocity squared. The mass-averaged inlet relative Mach numbers increase from approximately 0.40 to 0.80 from the lowest to the highest rotational speeds. In addition, the maximum relative Mach numbers seen near the shroud at the leading edge are approximately 0.65, 0.95 and 1.35 for 60,000, 85,000 and 110,000 RPM respectively at the points of maximum efficiency. Therefore, the loss in efficiency at increased rotational speeds is also partly the result of increased shock losses.

As mentioned previously, BladeGen+ was used to provide more detailed aerodynamic predictions at the reference operating point. These include contour plots of Mach number and total pressure. The contours of relative Mach number at 10 %, 50 % and 90 % span are shown in Figure 6.10. As the span increases the surface created approaches the tips of the blades. In this instance, the tip clearance is zero and the blade tips are at 100 % span, which corresponds to the shroud surface. When examining an impeller there are two frames of reference used to describe fluid properties. The absolute reference frame is stationary and flow quantities in that frame of reference are specified as absolute values. The relative reference frame rotates with the machine. Thus a relative fluid property could only be measured with a conventional sensor if it were rotated with the impeller.

It is evident from Figure 6.10 that there is a region of low velocity fluid near the trailing edge on the pressure side near the shroud surface. This indicates a degree of diffusion within the impeller but is not necessarily evidence of increased pressure losses. Of more concern would be a large region of low velocity fluid on the suction surface as
this may lead to flow separation, and its resultant total pressure losses, if a sufficient adverse pressure gradient was present. Although there does not seem to be any presence of flow separation near the trailing edge the simple turbulence model used in BladeGen+ may not give reliable predictions for separation. Also evident from Figure 6.10 is an over speed at the blade leading edge that increases in magnitude towards the shroud. This is a result of approximately 6° of positive incidence across the span. The over speed is highest near the shroud due to the increased radius and the corresponding higher blade speed. As seen, the resulting local Mach number reaches a maximum of approximately 1.35 at 90% span but only about 0.80 at 10% span.

![Figure 6.10: Contours of relative Mach number for the test rig impeller predicted by CFX-BladeGen+](image)

The local supersonic Mach numbers seen in Figure 6.10 indicate that a shock wave should be present. The shock could potentially cause flow separation creating a shock-induced separation bubble. However, the computational grids created by BladeGen+ are likely unable to resolve the often small separation bubble that would be
formed. Adding to the uncertainty about the presence of a shock-induced separation bubble is the small size and low resolution of the contour plots generated by BladeGen+.

Figure 6.11 shows the contours of relative total pressure for the same three spanwise locations as seen in Figure 6.10. The relative total pressure contours show the boundary layer formation and resultant total pressure loss. The boundary layer thickness increases and the resulting pressure losses increase in magnitude toward the shroud. Also evident from Figure 6.11 is the rapid growth of the boundary layers, particularly at higher spans. The rapid boundary layer growth there may be indirect evidence of a shock-induced separation bubble. Nevertheless, it is expected that the total pressure losses are overestimated by BladeGen+ because of the zero-equation turbulence model used.
Figure 6.12: Contours of absolute total pressure for the test rig impeller predicted by CFX-BladeGen+

Figure 6.12 shows the total pressure contours in the absolute frame at mid-span. It indicates a more rapid rate of total pressure rise near the trailing edge of the impeller. From the Euler equation (Eqn. 2.5) it is expected that most of the total pressure rise would occur near the outlet where the blade speed is high.

Figure 6.13 shows the blade aerodynamic loading distribution for the main and splitter blades at mid-span. Similar to the contours of absolute total pressure, Figure 6.13 shows that the blade loading is highest beyond about 60 % streamwise location. Because the loading distribution remains smooth beyond 60 % it suggests that the flow remains attached to the blade surface. Also seen in Figure 6.13 is the effect of incidence at the leading edge of the main and splitter blade. The resulting over speed on the suction surface of the splitter blade interacts with the pressure surface flow of the full blade at approximately 30 % streamwise location creating a small region of reversed loading.
6.3 **Effect of Fluid Properties on Impeller Outlet Geometry**

Due to the work of authors such as Roberts (2001) we have gained a better understanding of the effect of working fluid on the performance of turbomachinery, particularly compressors. As stated earlier in Section 2.3, Roberts (2001) generated correlations (Eqns. 2.20 - 2.25) to predict the change in performance of a turbomachine based on the change in the isentropic exponent. This knowledge enables a designer to use experimental performance data obtained with one perfect gas and then predict the performance for others. Therefore, future turbomachinery designs for alternative
working fluids could be tested in existent test facilities working with air, provided their design working fluid acts as a perfect gas. This would provide engineers with a valuable tool in the development of gas turbine cycles which use alternative working fluids. Unfortunately the understanding of working fluid effects is limited to predicting the performance of already existing machines. In an attempt to further understand the effect of the isentropic exponent on design decisions, the rotating test rig impeller was subjected to the study detailed in this section.

To begin, BladeGen+ was used to give preliminary estimates of the impeller aerodynamic performance with air as the working fluid for comparison with those results already obtained for CO\textsubscript{2} in Section 6.2.2. The performance predictions for the two working fluids were compared to each other and to the correlations of Roberts (2001). To isolate the effect of the working fluid on the impeller performance certain non-dimensional similarity criteria must be matched in addition to the geometric similarity already implied. As described in Section 2.3, there are a total of four independent non-dimensional parameters that govern the performance of a compressor for which the working fluid is a compressible perfect gas. These are the mass flow parameter ($\Pi_m$), the speed parameter ($\Pi_s$), the Reynolds number ($Re_\theta$) and the isentropic exponent ($\gamma$). A discussion of these parameters and their importance to turbomachinery design and alternative working fluids is given in Section 2.3. Their definitions are repeated here for convenience:

**Mass Flow Parameter:**

$$\Pi_m = \frac{\dot{m}\sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D_2^2 \sqrt{\gamma}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

**Speed Parameter:**

$$\Pi_N = \frac{N}{\sqrt{T_{01}}} \left( \frac{D_2}{\sqrt{\gamma R}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.14)
Reynolds Number:

\[ \text{Re}_{b2} = \frac{\rho_0 U_z b_2}{\mu} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

Isentropic Exponent:

\[ \gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_v} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

To obtain true non-dimensionality the rotational speed \((N)\) must be specified in radians per second. However, in practice the rotational speed is often specified in RPM for convenience. With all four independent non-dimensional parameters matched all dependent parameters, such as the total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency are also matched. By changing the working fluid from CO\(_2\) to air there is an inherent change in \(\gamma\) from about 1.29 to 1.4. It is therefore not possible to maintain complete similarity for the same impeller in the two working fluids. Thus the change in working fluid may result in a change in the impeller total pressure rise and efficiency at the same values of \(\Pi_m, \Pi_n\) and \(\text{Re}_{b2}\). To investigate the ability to compensate for the effect of the isentropic exponent on the impeller performance by changing the geometry, a number of new compressors were designed to compress air.

The non-dimensional characteristics of the test rig impeller predicted by BladeGen+ are shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 for air and CO\(_2\), at a constant non-dimensional speed of 17.23. This corresponds to approximately 60,000 RPM for CO\(_2\) and 77,000 RPM for air. The solid line represents the performance in air predicted by the correlations of Roberts (2001), based on the BladeGen+ predicted performance in CO\(_2\). Further analysis of the reference operating points is performed later in this section. It should be noted that the current results were generated at an off-design non-dimensional speed because it provides a wider range of flow rates than the design speed and more clearly illustrates the effects of the isentropic exponent. The reference operating points
shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 were selected to investigate the test rig impeller performance in CO2 and air in more detail and were chosen to have the same non-dimensional speed parameter, flow parameter, Reynolds number and pressure ratio. To match the Reynolds number for both working fluids the inlet total pressure was varied.

![Image](image_url)

Figure 6.14: Total pressure ratio characteristic for air and CO2 predicted by CFX-BladeGen+ and Roberts (2001) correlations for the test rig impeller

As seen in Figures 6.14, the total pressure rise is higher for air ($\gamma = 1.4$) than for CO2 ($\gamma = 1.29$) at a given, unchoked non-dimensional mass flow. Because the value of the mass flow parameter at choking is increased for a decreasing isentropic exponent, the constant speed lines for air and CO2 cross near the choking mass flow. At non-
dimensional mass flows greater than the coincident point the total pressure rise is lower for air than CO₂. As seen in Figure 6.15 the isentropic efficiency is higher for a gas with lower isentropic exponent. All trends are illustrated by both the BladeGen+ results and the correlations of Roberts (2001). As was the case in Roberts (2001), the correlations show better agreement to the BladeGen+ predictions for pressure ratio than efficiency.

Figure 6.15: Efficiency characteristic for air and CO₂ predicted by CFX-BladeGen+ and Roberts (2001) correlations for the test rig impeller
It can be shown as follows that for the same geometry the inlet Mach numbers and flow angles for two different gasses will be the same if the non-dimensional mass flow and speed parameters are matched:

**Mass Flow Parameter, \( \Pi_m \):**

\[
\frac{\dot{m}\sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D^2} \frac{R}{\gamma} \right)_{\text{Gas1}} = \frac{\dot{m}\sqrt{T_{01}}}{P_{01}} \left( \frac{1}{D^2} \frac{R}{\gamma} \right)_{\text{Gas2}}
\]

where, \( \dot{m} = \rho_{01} AC \) and \( \rho_{01} = \frac{P_{01}}{RT_{01}} \)

therefore,

\[
\frac{C_{x1}}{\sqrt{\gamma RT_{01}}} \bigg|_{\text{Gas1}} = \frac{C_{x1}}{\sqrt{\gamma RT_{01}}} \bigg|_{\text{Gas2}} \quad \text{or} \quad M_{x1} \bigg|_{\text{Gas1}} = M_{x1} \bigg|_{\text{Gas2}}
\]

**Speed Parameter, \( \Pi_N \):**

\[
\frac{N}{\sqrt{T_{01}}} \left( \frac{D}{\sqrt{\gamma R}} \right) \bigg|_{\text{Gas1}} = \frac{N}{\sqrt{T_{01}}} \left( \frac{D}{\sqrt{\gamma R}} \right) \bigg|_{\text{Gas2}}
\]

since, \( U = N \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \) when \( N \) is expressed in radians per second

therefore,

\[
\frac{U_1}{\sqrt{\gamma RT_{01}}} \bigg|_{\text{Gas1}} = \frac{U_1}{\sqrt{\gamma RT_{01}}} \bigg|_{\text{Gas2}} \quad \text{or} \quad M_{U1} \bigg|_{\text{Gas1}} = M_{U1} \bigg|_{\text{Gas2}}
\]

With two inlet Mach numbers equal the inlet velocity triangles are therefore matched between the working fluids when expressed non-dimensionally as Mach
numbers. When expressed in terms of absolute magnitudes the velocity triangles are similar, and have the same flow angles, but they may have different magnitudes. Table 6.4 summarizes the performance parameters at the reference operating points for air and CO$_2$. Recall that the reference operating points were selected by matching non-dimensional speed, flow rate, Reynolds number and pressure ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CO$_2$</th>
<th>Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_N$</td>
<td>Non-Dimensional Speed</td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td>17.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi_m$</td>
<td>Non-Dimensional Mass Flow</td>
<td>0.04760</td>
<td>0.04753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PR$</td>
<td>Total Pressure Ratio</td>
<td>1.673</td>
<td>1.668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Isentropic Efficiency</td>
<td>76.3 %</td>
<td>72.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Speed of Sound</td>
<td>278 m/s</td>
<td>360 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>Inlet Mach Number</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>Inlet Flow Angle</td>
<td>0.01°</td>
<td>0.01°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_1$</td>
<td>Inlet Relative Velocity</td>
<td>134 m/s</td>
<td>171 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>Outlet Mach Number</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>Outlet Flow Angle</td>
<td>61.15°</td>
<td>59.82°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_2$</td>
<td>Outlet Relative Velocity</td>
<td>121 m/s</td>
<td>160 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Summary of performance parameters for air and CO$_2$ as predicted by BladeGen+ at the reference operating points of the test rig impeller

As seen in Table 6.4, matching the non-dimensional speed and flow rate resulted in similar inlet velocity triangles as expected. However, the isentropic efficiency is higher for CO$_2$ than air. With a change in the working fluid from CO$_2$ to air there has been a corresponding change in the speed of sound, $a = \sqrt{\rho RT}$. Thus the similar inlet and outlet velocity triangles imply a difference in the magnitudes of velocity present in the impeller. The increase in the speed of sound from CO$_2$ to air has increased the relative velocity levels in the impeller when operating in air. It is known that the
frictional pressure losses in an impeller vary on the relative velocity squared. The difference seen in the isentropic efficiency is therefore a result of the change in the speed of sound inherent to the change in isentropic exponent. However, the speed of sound is also a function of the gas constant $R$. It is possible that two gasses could have the same value of isentropic exponent with different gas constants. The resulting speed of sound would therefore be different for the two gasses at the same non-dimensional parameters and pressure ratio. The impeller efficiency should presumably be different for each gas. To be certain further analysis of the impeller performance in working fluids with similar isentropic exponents and different gas constants is required. Further analysis was not conducted because the scope of the current study was focussed on counteracting the change in performance resulting from the change in working fluid.

At the reference operating points the difference in the impeller efficiency with each working fluid is attributed mainly to the difference in the speed of sound. The difference in the speed of sound results in higher flow velocities within the impeller operating in air and therefore higher skin-friction pressure losses and lower efficiency. It should be possible to counteract this loss in efficiency by altering the outlet geometry of the impeller when compressing air. To achieve this several geometric parameters of the impeller were investigated to determine their influence on the impeller performance. Based on the influence of each geometric parameter a new impeller geometry was created to match the performance of the original impeller in $CO_2$ but was designed to compress air. The reference operating points considered here were selected with matching total pressure ratios and therefore only the efficiency needs to be corrected with the geometric modifications. For a more general operating point where the change in working fluid caused both the pressure ratio and efficiency to change, it may be possible to adjust the geometry in ways such that the two compressors produce the same pressure ratio and efficiency at the same non-dimensional speed, non-dimensional mass flow rate and Reynolds number.
The geometric parameters of the impeller that were investigated are the exit vane height ($b_2$), backsweep angle ($\beta_2$) and wrap angle ($\lambda$). These parameters were selected because they do not affect the inlet geometry of the impeller and they can be modified in BladeGen with relative ease. All geometric parameters were investigated with air at the reference operating mass flow rate and rotational speed. By maintaining the mass flow rate through the impeller the variation in exit vane height will determine the radial component of velocity at the outlet ($C_{r2}$), from continuity

$$\dot{m} = \rho AV = \rho_2 C_{r2} A_2 = \rho_2 C_{r2}(\pi D_2 b_2)$$

Thus an increase in the exit vane height will result in a decreased outlet radial velocity.

![Figure 6.16: Effect of exit vane height on rotor outlet velocity triangle](image)

Figure 6.16 shows the ideal rotor outlet velocity triangles for two radial velocities at constant blade speed ($U_2$). With a constant backsweep angle ($\beta_2$) the reduced radial velocity results in a lower relative velocity at the outlet ($W_2$). As mentioned previously the relative velocity within the rotor will influence the skin-friction pressure losses and
therefore the efficiency of the impeller. In addition the diffusion ratio \( W_2/W_1 \) of the impeller is a function of the outlet relative velocity. Larger diffusion occurs with a decreased outlet relative velocity and may lead to additional pressure losses if an excessive level of diffusion leading to separation is present. The reduced radial velocity has also increased the absolute tangential velocity \( (C_{g2}) \). From the Euler equation (Eqn. 2.5) any increase in the outlet tangential velocity will raise the ideal total pressure rise.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of backsweep angle on rotor outlet velocity triangle

The effect of the backsweep angle on the ideal discharge velocity triangle of the impeller is shown in Figure 6.17. Again the blade speed and radial velocity are kept constant for various backsweep angles. As seen, an increased backsweep angle will reduce the tangential velocity and thus lower the ideal pressure rise. In addition, higher backswept blades will reduce the diffusion within the impeller due to the increase in the outlet relative velocity. It is known that lower levels of diffusion tend to increase the efficiency of the impeller if it reduces or eliminates separation. The increased backsweep angle also increases the outlet relative velocity. Again skin-friction losses within the impeller vary with the relative velocity. The effect of the backsweep angle on the efficiency is therefore a trade-off between diffusion levels and skin-friction pressure losses. However, changes in the flow due to the change in backsweep angle should only occur near the trailing edge. The increased skin-friction pressure losses should be small and the efficiency of the rotor will typically increase at larger backsweep angles as noted by Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001).
The final geometric parameter investigated was the wrap angle. The wrap angle is defined as the circumferential angle between the blade leading and trailing edges. Unlike the vane height and backsweep the wrap angle has no influence on the ideal outlet velocity triangle. Instead the wrap angle affects the passage length through the impeller such that an increased wrap angle implies a longer vane passage. An increase in the vane passage length reduces the aerodynamic blade loading. Thus the wrap angle could presumably be used to reduce the number of vanes and subsequently reduce the wetted area of the rotor. In the current investigations the number of vanes was unchanged. With the same number of vanes, the longer passages should guide the flow more effectively and lower the deviation or slip at the trailing edge which would increase the pressure ratio. However, a longer vane passage also increases the wetted area of the vane which in turn increases the skin-friction total pressure losses. It is expected that an impeller with a larger wrap angle and same number of vanes will have a lower efficiency due to the increased wetted area. The effect of wrap angle on the pressure rise is dependent on the magnitude of skin-friction losses and slip. Table 6.5 summarizes the expected effect of the vane height, backsweep angle and wrap angle on the impeller total pressure ratio and efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Effect on Efficiency</th>
<th>Effect on Pressure Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b_2$</td>
<td>Outlet Vane Height</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Trade-off between skin-friction losses and diffusion</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>Backsweep Angle</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Wrap Angle</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Trade-off between skin-friction losses and slip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Expected effect of geometric parameters on impeller performance
Table 6.5 summarizes the expected trends in the impeller performance by varying particular geometric properties. To determine the actual change in the impeller performance the geometric properties of the test rig impeller were individually varied within CFX-BladeGen. The new geometries were then solved in BladeGen+ and their performance parameters are summarized in Table 6.6 at the reference operating speed and mass flow using air as the working fluid. All geometric properties and velocities are specified at the rotor outlet. The geometric modifications are compared against the original test rig impeller to show the actual effect of each parameter on the impeller performance.

Table 6.6 summarizes the effect of exit vane height, backsweep and wrap angle on the impeller performance predicted by BladeGen+. Mostly the trends are consistent with those summarized in Table 6.5, namely an increased backsweep angle reduced the pressure ratio and increased the efficiency while a decreased wrap angle increased the pressure ratio and efficiency. The increased pressure ratio with decreased wrap angle suggests that the skin-friction pressure losses have a greater impact on the pressure rise than the slip at the operating point investigated. In addition, an increased exit vane height has increased the pressure ratio as suggested by Table 6.5.

Also seen in Table 6.6 is an increase in the efficiency with a larger exit vane height. This is a result of the diffusion ratio or de Haller number of the impeller. Several authors including Aungier (2000), Wilson and Korakianitis (1998), Japikse and Baines (1997) and Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001) present minimum values of the de Haller number for satisfactory compressor performance. Although there is some variation in the recommendations of each author the minimum de Haller number is suggested as approximately 0.75. As seen in Table 6.6 the de Haller number of the test rig impeller at the reference operating point is considerably higher than the suggested minimum value. Even with an increased exit vane height the de Haller number is still well above the suggested limited. The level of diffusion within the impeller would suggest that there is
not a significant increase in separation and thus total pressure losses when increasing the vane height from 3.0 mm to 3.5 mm. Because increased diffusion will only reduce the impeller efficiency when it increases or causes separation, the reduced relative velocities and subsequent decreased total pressure losses have resulted in an increased efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Test Rig Impeller</th>
<th>Increased ( b_2 )</th>
<th>Increased ( \beta_2 )</th>
<th>Decreased ( \lambda )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( b_2 )</td>
<td>Vane Height</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
<td>3.5 mm</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_2 )</td>
<td>Backsweep Angle</td>
<td>25°</td>
<td>25°</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Wrap Angle</td>
<td>70°</td>
<td>70°</td>
<td>70°</td>
<td>65°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Total Pressure Ratio</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>Isentropic Efficiency</td>
<td>69.2 %</td>
<td>72.1 %</td>
<td>70.2 %</td>
<td>73.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{o2} )</td>
<td>Absolute Tangential Velocity</td>
<td>207 m/s</td>
<td>219 m/s</td>
<td>193 m/s</td>
<td>210 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>Slip Factor</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_2 )</td>
<td>Relative Velocity</td>
<td>165 m/s</td>
<td>140 m/s</td>
<td>174 m/s</td>
<td>160 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_2/W_1 )</td>
<td>De Haller Number</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: CFX-BladeGen+ performance predictions for various geometric modifications

Using Table 6.6 as a guide a new geometry was designed to try to obtain an impeller that gave the same performance as the original impeller in CO\(_2\). Table 6.7 summarizes the geometric modifications made and the resulting performance in air compared to the original test rig impeller performance. As seen the simple geometric modifications have successfully counteracted the change in performance resulting from the change in working fluid.
Table 6.7: Geometric modifications required to counteract the change in performance due to the change in working fluid

As mentioned previously the total pressure ratio of the test rig impeller was chosen to be equal for the two working fluids at the reference operating point. Thus the modified geometry has only counteracted the effect of the working fluid on the efficiency. However, a similar process could be applied to operating points with different pressure ratios. It should then be possible to counteract the effect of the working fluid on both the pressure ratio and efficiency using the same methodology, at least on one specific reference operating point.

The current study only investigated the geometric modifications for a single operating point. It is known from Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001) and Japikse and Baines (1997) that modifying the backsweep angle will alter the constant speed characteristic of an impeller. It is therefore expected that the constant speed operating line of the modified geometry is different from the original test rig impeller. Figure 6.18 and 6.19 show the performance characteristics of the modified geometry with air as the working fluid. The constant speed lines of the original test rig impeller in both CO₂ and air are also shown.
As seen in Figure 6.18 the geometric modifications have only partially counteracted the effect of working fluid on the pressure rise at operating points other than the reference point. In addition the choking mass flow is larger than the original test rig impeller choking mass flow in either working fluid as seen in both Figures 6.18 and 6.19. Also shown in Figure 6.19 is that the peak efficiency of the modified geometry has not increased to match the original performance in CO₂. It is therefore clear that the modifications made to counteract the influence of working fluid on the impeller performance have done so only at the reference operating point. Thus, the process used
is not usable for counteracting the influence of working fluid on the full constant speed operating line.

Figure 6.19: Efficiency characteristic of the modified impeller geometry
7.0 TURBONETICS T04E-50 COMPRESSOR RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The original intent of this study was a detailed aerodynamic analysis of the rotating test rig compressor performance, both experimentally and computationally. Unfortunately, due to time constraints and manufacturing delays the collection of the experimental test data was not feasible. Instead, the aerodynamic analysis of the test rig compressor was limited to CFD predictions. To validate the CFD predictions an alternative impeller was needed to obtain the comparison between experimental measurements and CFD predictions for the same impeller. The Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor impeller was selected because it was previously installed in the existing rotating test rig and was ready for experimental testing. The current chapter discusses the results of both the experimental measurements and the computational predictions by ANSYS CFX for the Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor impeller.

The rotating test rig, designed by Roberts (2001), had not been used for several years. To ensure that the test rig was still capable of providing reliable test data the experimental results are compared, in Section 7.2, to those available from the manufacturer. Once the test rig was shown to provide satisfactory basic compressor performance data it was decided to broaden its capabilities. To do this new rotatable total pressure probes were installed near the impeller exit at several circumferential locations. These probes allowed more detailed flow information to be measured near the impeller exit. The effect of the new total pressure probes on the compressor performance is discussed in Section 7.3.1 and the experimental results obtained are discussed in Sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.3. Additionally, static pressure taps were added to the compressor casing to
measure variations in the static pressure along the shroud surface and volute. These results are presented in Sections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5.

The results of the performance predictions generated by ANSYS CFX are then discussed in Section 7.4. The impeller performance characteristics, the detailed measurements made downstream of the impeller outlet, and the shroud surface static pressures are all compared to the CFD predicted values. Only the impeller performance has been predicted since the detailed geometry of the volute was not available for the T04E-50 compressor.

7.2 RE-COMMISSIONING THE TEST STAND

The rotating test rig had been idle since the work of Roberts (2001). In addition, the turbocharger had been removed from the test stand and dismantled on several occasions. This was done to enable a three-dimensional scan of the impeller to be done, and geometric measurements made of the compressor casing. It was therefore necessary to re-commission the test stand. As part of this process, the compressor performance was measured and compared to the manufacture’s data, as well as the earlier measurements by Roberts.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency characteristics of the Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor as originally measured by Roberts (2001). The measured data are compared with the performance data available from the manufacturer. As can be seen, good agreement was achieved, most notably at the lowest two constant speed lines. As noted by Roberts (2001), the difference between the measured performance and the manufacturer’s data at higher pressure ratios was thought to be due to normal variations in manufacturing from compressor to compressor, due to the cast volute and the expected differences in surface roughness and passage area of different machines of the same design.
The non-dimensional speed parameters of 10.06, 15.23 and 18.35 correspond to rotational speeds of approximately 46,000, 69,000 and 84,000 RPM respectively. Originally, Roberts (2001) had collected performance data for a fourth constant speed line at approximately 96,000 RPM. This data has been omitted from the figures since tachometer problems prevented testing at this higher speed during the current measurements.

The rotating test rig is capable of collecting performance data for working fluids other than air when operating in closed-circuit mode. However, for simplicity all test
data in the present work was collected in open circuit configuration with air as the working fluid. The corresponding CFD predictions were also generated using only air as the working fluid.

![Graph showing efficiency characteristic of the T04E-50 compressor](image)

**Figure 7.2**: Efficiency characteristic of the T04E-50 compressor originally measured by Roberts (2001)

The total pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics obtained from the current test are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. As seen, the differences between the measured and manufacturer's data are greater than those seen in Roberts (2001). This is attributed in part to wear on gaskets and seals during the disassembly and reassembly of the
compressor which resulted in some leaks in the compressor casing. The disassembly and reassembly of the compressor may also have created slight changes in geometry since the work of Roberts (2001). These build differences may have resulted in small variations in the tip clearance which would affect the compressor performance. Additionally, the piping used to mate the compressor casing to the test stand had been damaged and needed to be repaired. These repairs resulted in larger steps in the flow passage than were originally present during the measurements by Roberts (2001). These steps are expected to have increased the losses.

Figure 7.3: Measured total pressure ratio characteristic of the T04E-50 compressor compared to manufacturer’s data
During the experiments, it was only possible to set the rotational speeds within 500 RPM of the desired speed, from run to run. The variation of the desired speed results in variations of approximately 1% at the lowest shaft speed of 46,000 RPM. The performance parameters are therefore corrected for differences in non-dimensional speed parameter, as discussed in Section 4.6.3. The measured data were collected on multiple days and a single operating point on each constant speed line was repeated to verify the repeatability of the measurements.

Figure 7.4: Measured efficiency characteristic of the T04E-50 compressor compared to manufacturer's data
7.3 EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS

7.3.1 Effects of Rig Modifications on Stage Performance Characteristics

The rotating test rig was originally only capable of providing overall stage performance data. The stage performance is obtained from measurements made upstream of the compressor inlet and in the discharge pipe of the test apparatus. It was desired to improve upon the capabilities of the test rig by adding pressure measurements to the compressor casing. The test rig modifications, described in Section 4.4, would give more detailed aerodynamic data for both the impeller and the volute. Included in the improvements was the installation of rotatable total pressure probes located within the vaneless diffuser, downstream of the impeller. It was hoped that these single-hole rotatable probes could function together, similarly to a multi-hole probe, to provide both total pressure and flow angle measurements near the impeller outlet. In total eight new probes of 3.2 mm diameter were inserted which resulted in blockage of approximately 10% of the flow passage area.

The new total pressure probes affect the measured overall stage performance since they are located upstream of the outlet measurement plane. Figure 7.5 and 7.6 show the stage performance characteristics with and without the new total pressure probes installed in the diffuser passage. The reference operating points indicated on Figure 7.5 correspond to the conditions for which the shroud surface and volute static pressure results were obtained. These results will be discussed later. Clearly the new probes have reduced the stage total pressure rise measured by the downstream total pressure probe. The decreased total pressure rise is due to the profile and mixing losses resulting from the new probes. As expected the pressure losses are larger at higher speeds. Also, the increased pressure losses have subsequently reduced the stage efficiency, as seen in Figure 7.6.
It seemed possible that the increased flow blockage from the new total pressure probes could affect the operating mass flow range of the compressor. However, the measured data are not sufficient to show any differences in the surging and choking mass flow rates since it does not span the complete mass flow range of the compressor. The complete range of the compressor cannot be measured because it is not possible to choke the compressor in the test rig due to significant total pressure losses within the circuit.
As noted, the compressor stage pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency have been reduced by the test rig modifications. Unfortunately, there is no manufacturer's data available for the impeller performance alone and therefore no means of determining the effect on the impeller performance. The new total pressure probes are located about 13 mm or 4 probe diameters downstream of the impeller. It is possible, although unlikely, that the presence of the probes is propagated upstream and is affecting the outlet flow from the impeller. However, there is no way of detecting such an effect. The new total pressure probes are located within the vaneless diffuser passage but the external geometry of the compressor casing did constrain their placement.

Figure 7.6: Effect of total pressure probes on the stage efficiency characteristic of the T04E-50 compressor
7.3.2 Impeller versus Stage Performance Characteristics

The installation of the new total pressure probes provided the ability to measure the performance of the impeller independently of the compressor stage. The new total pressure probes were manufactured specifically for use in this study and their geometry is detailed in Section 4.4.1. The sensing hole of the manufactured probes is located on the cylindrical surface of the probe stem. The probes can then be rotated and the sensing hole can be aligned at multiple angles relative to the flow. In total, eight such single-hole total pressure probes were installed circumferentially around the impeller outlet. For a given operating point, all probes are fixed to a known angle relative to the radial axis of the impeller. The eight individual probe measurements are averaged yielding a circumferentially averaged pressure measurement for the specified angle of the probes. Measurements are then repeated for five probe angles for the same operating condition. A second order polynomial is fitted to the data and the peak of the curve is used to estimate the total pressure. The flow angle is then taken as the probe angle at which the curve is a maximum. A more detailed discussion of the data reduction is given in Section 4.6.

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the impeller pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics obtained using the new total pressure probe measurements. For comparison the overall stage performance data are also shown. As expected the total pressure rise and isentropic efficiency of the impeller are greater than for the complete stage at a given mass flow. The differences are the result of the pressure losses incurred in the downstream volute and piping. The measured outlet total temperature for both the impeller and stage efficiency was obtained from the same existing total temperature probe located in the discharge pipe of the test apparatus. Therefore, any increase in efficiency due to heat transfer is affecting both data sets equally and the difference in the impeller and stage efficiency estimates are a result of differing pressure losses alone.
Figure 7.7: Measured impeller and stage total pressure ratio characteristic of the T04E-50 compressor
7.3.3 Impeller Circumferential Variations Measured by Rotatable Total Pressure Probes

The data reduction technique used in the previous section was used to estimate the total pressure and efficiency of the impeller at a given mass flow. However this technique masks any variations in flow around the circumference. Thus, an alternative data reduction method was used to estimate the circumferential variation of total pressure and flow angle around the impeller outlet. To determine the circumferential variations, the total pressure and flow angle at each total pressure probe must be estimated.
separately. To do this the total pressure and flow angle at each pressure probe was calculated from the five measurements from the given probe. A more detailed description of this methodology is given in Section 4.6.

Figure 7.9: Circumferential variation of total pressure measured at the T04E-50 impeller outlet

Figure 7.9 shows the eight circumferential total pressure estimates for multiple mass flow rates, at a non-dimensional speed of 10.06. The straight lines used to connect the individual points are intended to 'guide the eye' and do not imply specific trends between the data points. This is especially true between the circumferential locations of 120° to 240°. As can be seen, there is no obvious trend in the circumferential total pressure variation. The circumferential change in total pressure along a given non-
dimensional mass flow is approximately 2 kPa or, less than 2 % of the minimum measured total pressure.

**Figure 7.10: Circumferential variation of flow angle measured at the T04E-50 impeller outlet**

In addition to the total pressure estimates provided by the new pressure probes, the flow angle can also be estimated. Figure 7.10 shows the circumferential variation of flow angle for the same operating points as seen in Figure 7.9. Again the lines connecting a given non-dimensional mass flow are only intended to 'guide-the-eye'. Regardless, it is evident that there is a region of lower flow angle at the 30° and 60° circumferential locations. This corresponds to the region of the tongue and could indicate its influence on the impeller flow. On the other hand, there seemed to be little effect on the total pressure, as seen from Figure 7.9.
The difference in the circumferential variation of total pressure and flow angle may in part be due to spanwise variations at the measurement plane. The flow angle gradient across the span predicted by ANSYS CFX is much larger than the similar total pressure gradient, as discussed in Section 7.4.3. The estimate of flow angle is therefore more sensitive to the spanwise position of the probe than the similar total pressure measurement.

### 7.3.4 Static Pressure Variation on Shroud Surface

The static pressure variation along the shroud surface was also measured with the modified test rig. Two radial rows of static pressure taps were drilled through the compressor casing at two circumferential locations as shown in Figure 7.11. Due to the constraints of the external geometry of the compressor casing the radial spacing of the taps was different for the two rows and only four of the radial locations were matched.

![Figure 7.11: Schematic of the shroud surface static tap locations](image-url)
Figure 7.12: Static pressure variation measured on the shroud surface of the T04E-50 compressor

Figure 7.12 shows the static pressure variation on the shroud for the three non-dimensional speeds for the row of taps at the 90° and 180° position. The reference operating points used are indicated on Figure 7.5. The data are shown in dimensional form and illustrate the increased pressures and gradients present at the higher rotational speeds. The same data are non-dimensionalized and compared with the CFD predictions in Section 7.4.4.

As expected the static pressure increases with radius and the gradient increases with speed. The figure also shows that the static pressures are higher at the 90°
circumferential location downstream of the trailing edge, particularly at the highest speed parameter. Since the 90° position is close to the tongue region, it is more evidence of the tongues influence on the flow. However, the static pressures are similar within the impeller and seemingly the influence of the tongue is limited to the diffuser passage.

7.3.5 Volute Static Pressure Variation

Eight static pressure taps were also added to the volute of the T04E-50 compressor. Their locations are shown schematically in Figure 7.13.

![Volute Static Taps](image)

**Figure 7.13: Schematic of the volute static tap locations**

Figure 7.14 shows the circumferential static pressure variation around the volute measured by both the axial and radial aligned taps. The reference operating points used are indicated on Figure 7.5. As seen in Figure 7.14, the pressures measured by the radial and axial oriented taps are very similar and indicate a maximum static pressure between the 90° and 180° circumference locations for all non-dimensional speeds.
The maximum static pressures measured around the volute are approximately 147, 130 and 115 kPa for non-dimensional speeds of 18.35, 15.23 and 10.06 respectively. The maximum static pressures measured on the shroud surface are approximately 140, 125 and 107 kPa for the same non-dimensional speeds. Thus there is a small degree of pressure recovery between the last row of shroud surface taps and the volute.
7.4 **T04E-50 Impeller Performance Predictions Using ANSYS CFX**

7.4.1 Impeller Performance Characteristics

CFD predictions of the Turbonetics T04E-50 impeller were performed using ANSYS CFX. Because a solids-model of the volute did not exist the performance predictions were limited to just the impeller. The rotatable total pressure probes added during the test rig modifications allowed the impeller performance to be measured and compared to the corresponding CFD predictions. Unfortunately manufacturer’s data were not available for comparison with the impeller-only-performance measurements made with the new total pressure probes.

The performance of the T04E-50 impeller was predicted and expressed in terms of the same non-dimensional performance parameters as seen previously in Section 7.3.2. Figures 7.15 and 7.16 compare the predicted total pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics of the impeller to the measured performance data. The reference operating points shown were used to examine the more detailed aerodynamic performance in Sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.4. For both figures the outlet values of total pressure from the CFD predictions are obtained by mass-averaging along a thin ring that is 1 mm high at the same radius as the measurements. The ring height for averaging corresponds to the diameter of the hole in the total pressure probes. All other inlet and outlet flow quantities obtained from the predictions are mass-averaged across the entire passage area at the same radius.
As seen in Figures 7.15 and 7.16 the measured and predicted performance characteristics for a given constant speed overlap for a small range of non-dimensional mass flows. Because of high losses in the test circuit it was not possible to obtain performance data for operating points at higher mass flow rates than those shown. Additionally, difficulties were encountered in trying to obtain converged solutions with CFX for lower mass flow than those shown. This is believed to be a result of difficulties for the steady-state solver to predict the onset of blade stall. In retrospect it might have been useful to obtain time accurate solutions.
Figure 7.16: Efficiency predicted by ANSYS CFX using outlet total pressure values mass-averaged over a thin ring, compared to measured data for the T04E-50 impeller

For mass flow rates that overlap the measured and predicted pressure ratios are similar as seen in Figure 7.15. However, the predicted constant speed operating lines are steeper than for the measured data, particularly at higher rotational speeds. From Figure 7.16 it is evident that CFX is predicting a much lower isentropic efficiency than measured. The differences seen in efficiency may be a result of differences in the tip leakage between the computations and the experiments. The solids model of the impeller used for the computations was produced from a three-dimensional scan of the actual T04E-50 impeller. However, the compressor casing could not be scanned. Instead, the
tip clearances were estimated with geometric measurements of the impeller and casing and therefore have a high level of uncertainty. The differences in performance characteristics may therefore be due in part to differences in the modelled and actual tip clearances.

It is also seen from Figures 7.15 and 7.16 that the constant speed lines are not as smooth as one would expect from CFD predictions. This is most noticeable in the efficiency predictions, which show some scatter around the fitted curve. This is believed to be a result of the thin ring used to mass-average the outlet total pressure. The ring height corresponds to approximately 3% of the blade passage height at the total pressure probe location. As discussed in Section 7.4.3 the distribution of total pressure at this location changes with mass flow rate. Thus the predicted total pressure will be affected by the relative position of the ring area to regions of high and low pressure. In an attempt to reduce the scatter seen in the CFD predictions, the outlet total pressure was also mass-averaged across the complete flow area at the same radial location as the thin ring.

The overall performance characteristics predicted from the mass-averaged total pressure over the full flow area is compared to the measured performance data in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. Figure 7.17 shows that the pressure rise is being over-estimated by CFX while Figure 7.18 shows a lower predicted efficiency for a given operating point when compared to the measured performance. This is due to the outlet temperature measurements used to determine the measured efficiency. As stated, the impeller outlet total pressure was measured by the new total pressure probes within the diffuser passage. However, the outlet total temperature was measured downstream of the compressor. Despite best efforts to prevent heat loss from the test circuit it is expected that the total temperature decreases downstream. This results in an over estimate of the efficiency.
It is also evident from Figures 7.17 and 7.18 that the trends in pressure rise and efficiency predicted by CFX are closer to those seen in the measured data when the predictions are averaged over the full flow area. In addition, the predicted constant speed lines using the mass-averaged total pressure across the full flow area are flatter than those predicting using an average across the thin ring. As seen in Figure 7.17, the predicted constant speed lines are again not as smooth as one would expect and the reason is not clearly understood. With the exception of the operating points of maximum mass flow at non-dimensional speeds of 10.06 and 15.23 all other solutions presented in Figures 7.15
to 7.18 were converged to maximum residuals of $10^{-5}$ and thus the trends in the predictions are not believed to be due to incomplete convergence.

**Figure 7.18**: Efficiency predicted by ANSYS CFX using outlet total pressure values mass-averaged across the full flow area, compared to measured data for the T04E-50 impeller

### 7.4.2 Exit Flow Angle Predictions for Varying Mass Flow Rates

The flow angle data collected from the experiments was also compared to the CFD predictions. Because the computational case consisted of the rotor alone no circumferential variations are present except those from the pressure side to the suction side of the vanes. The assumption of periodicity around the circumference is used to
simplify the computational case. In order to compare the predicted flow angles to those measured the mass-averaged flow angles were calculated for the same two annular rings as the total pressure and efficiency data presented in the previous section. Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show the exit flow angle for varying mass flow rates averaged over each of these two areas. Similar to the total pressure rise and efficiency the CFX predictions of the mass-averaged flow angle across the entire passage area (Fig. 7.20) is in closer agreement with the measured data than the mass-averaged flow angle over the thinner ring corresponding to the mouth of the probes (Fig. 7.19).

---

**Figure 7.19:** Exit flow angle predicted using ANSYS CFX mass-averaged across the thin ring area, compared to measured data for the T04E-50 impeller
Figure 7.19 shows that the flow angle is over predicted when the thin ring is used for averaging. Figure 7.15 showed an under prediction of the corresponding mass-averaged total pressure rise. As mentioned previously the flow angle and pressure rise are related. Thus the total pressure rise and exit flow angle should be similarly under or over predicted. As will be discussed in Section 7.4.3 there is evidence of two fluid cores present in the total pressure distribution, particularly at increased mass flow rates. The flow angle distribution, also seen in Section 7.4.3, is noticeably different from the total pressure distribution, with no evidence of the fluid cores and only spanwise variations. When averaging over the complete flow area the predicted trends in the pressure rise and flow angle variations are similar, as seen by comparison of Figures 7.16 and 7.20. It is therefore possible that the total pressure and flow angle are not similarly under or over predicted when averaging over the thin ring because of the differences in the total pressure and flow angle distribution for a given mass flow.

The passage area mass-averaged outlet values provide closer agreement between all of the predicted and measured performance characteristics than the probe area mass-averaged values. However, this agreement is not expected to hold if the measurement and computational techniques were applied to a different compressor design because the experimental measurements do not represent an accurate average of the complete flow area.
7.4.3 Downstream Total Pressure and Flow Angle Distributions

ANSYS CFX can provide more detailed aerodynamic information than the experiments. The CFX predictions can therefore be used to help interpret the experimental measurements.

The contours of predicted total pressure and flow angle downstream of the impeller are shown in Figures 7.21 and 7.22 respectively. The reference operating points used are indicated on Figures 7.15 and 7.17.
Figure 7.21: Contours of total pressure downstream of the T04E-50 impeller outlet

Figure 7.21 shows that the total pressure distribution is more uniform at the lower mass flow parameter. Nevertheless, there are significant circumferential variations in total pressure near the impeller outlet in both cases. Specifically, the two regions of high total pressure from the main and splitter blade passages are identifiable at the measurement plane but are more pronounced at the higher mass flow rate. The regions of high total pressure also contain a larger amount of the mass flow. The port on the total pressure probe spans about 3% of the passage height and is fixed at 50% span. Because the size and location of the high pressure regions change with mass flow rate their position relative to the probe port will also change. The mass-averaged total pressure in the probe area will therefore not necessarily be representative of the overall mass-averaged total pressure and the relationship between the two will vary with the operating point. Thus the change in size and relative position of the high pressure regions with
mass flow rate is a possible cause of the scatter seen in the constant speed lines shown in Section 7.4.1. Figure 7.21 also shows large spanwise variations of total pressure. This indicates that the pressure sensed by the total pressure probe can vary considerably with small variations in its spanwise location.

At the reference operating speed parameter of 15.23, approximately 690 passages pass by each total pressure probe during the sampling time. The total pressure measurement obtained is therefore averaged in some manner depending on the response of the probe. However, it is unclear whether this is a true time average of the pressure. In addition, the location of each total pressure probe varies across the span. It is believed that the spanwise position of the probe hole is at best accurate to ±1 mm. This corresponds to an uncertainty of ±20 % of the nominal 50 % span position. Based on these considerations, the Pitot probe measurements provide only a very approximate measure of the total pressure at that particular circumferential location.

![Figure 7.22: Contours of flow angle downstream of the T04E-50 impeller outlet](image)

Figure 7.22 shows the predicted contours of flow angle downstream of the impeller outlet over one blade set spacing. As seen, there is little circumferential variation in the flow angle; however, spanwise variations are evident. This illustrates the difficulty in measuring the flow angle at the measurement plane. Within the expected uncertainty of the total pressure probe spanwise location, the uncertainty in the flow
angle may be as much as ±10°. This contributes to the differences in the measured circumferential variations in flow angle seen in Section 7.3.3. The flow angle distribution shows no evidence of the wakes of the main and splitter blades. Thus the mass-averaged total pressure and flow angle along the thin ring area will not be similarly influenced. This could be the cause of the different trends seen in the predicted total pressure characteristic and the flow angle variations of Figures 7.15 and 7.19 respectively.

7.4.4 Shroud Surface Static Pressures

The shroud surface static pressure variation predicted by ANSYS CFX is compared to the measured data in Figure 7.23. A reference operating point for each value of the speed parameter is shown. The measured data seen previously in Section 7.3.4 has been non-dimensionalized to allow comparison to the CFD predictions. The corresponding static pressure coefficient has been plotted for various streamwise positions. As seen, the operating values of the mass flow parameter for a given speed parameter could not be matched exactly between the measurements and the predictions. The difference between the measured and predicted mass flow parameter is largest for the lowest speed parameter.

There is reasonable agreement between the measured and predicted static pressure variation for speed parameters of 15.23 and 18.35. Additionally, the measured data for all three speed parameters show similar trends. However, the predicted static pressure variation for the lowest speed parameter does not match the other predicted pressure variations or the corresponding measured data. The reason for this is not fully understood.
Figure 7.23: Shroud surface static pressure variation predicted by ANSYS CFX compared to measured data for the T04E-50 impeller

The predicted contours of static pressure coefficient for a single operating point and three spanwise locations are shown in Figure 7.24. There is relatively little change in the pressure contours across the span. This implies that static pressure information measured at the shroud, or 100 % span, could be used to infer the pressure variation inside the blade passage. However, this would require fast response, flush mounted pressure transducers capable of providing instantaneous pressure measurements at a given location.
Figure 7.24: Contours of the static pressure coefficient, $C_p$, at multiple span locations for the T04E-50 impeller.
8.0 TEST RIG COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS USING ANSYS CFX

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The design and preliminary aerodynamic performance predictions of the rotating test rig compressor impeller were conducted using CFX-BladeGen. These results, detailed in Section 6.2, provided a manufacturable impeller ready for experimental testing and detailed CFD predictions. As mentioned previously time constraints prevented the collection of the experimental performance data for this impeller. Instead the aerodynamic performance estimates were limited to detailed CFD predictions using ANSYS CFX. The current chapter discusses these results.

The accuracy of the BladeGen+ performance predictions is limited by limitations of the computational software. ANSYS CFX should provide more accurate aerodynamic predictions than BladeGen+ because of its ability to generate more detailed grids and model the tip clearance gap. In addition, the SST turbulence model was selected because it is more appropriate for complex flows than the zero-equation model available in BladeGen+. The test rig impeller performance characteristics predicted by ANSYS CFX are compared against those predicted by BladeGen+ in Section 8.2. More detailed aerodynamic predictions by CFX are also shown and include spanwise contour plots and blade loading distributions. In addition, the influence of tip clearance on the impeller performance characteristics was investigated.

The original intent of this study was to provide experimental data for the new test rig impeller. To allow experimental testing of the existing rotating test rig, a compressor casing and volute were also designed. This process yielded a solids model of the volute and allowed aerodynamic predictions of the complete test rig compressor stage to be
made using ANSYS CFX. The predicted complete stage performance is discussed in Section 8.3. The performance of the volute and its effect on the impeller characteristics was also investigated and is discussed in Section 8.4.

8.2 TEST RIG IMPELLER PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

8.2.1 Performance Characteristics

The impeller total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency characteristics as predicted by CFX are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 and are compared to those predicted by BladeGen+. The reference operating point indicated on both figures corresponds to the conditions for which the more detailed aerodynamic predictions were obtained. These will be discussed later. In addition to the design operating speed of 110,000 RPM ($\Omega_N = 31.59$), a second constant speed operating line of 60,000 RPM ($\Omega_N = 17.23$) is shown. The performance was predicted at this off-design rotational speed because it is believed that future experimental testing will not be possible at the design rotational speed. The working fluid of the new test rig impeller is CO₂ and thus, all computations were performed using CO₂ as the working fluid.

Figure 8.1 and 8.2 show that the predicted choking mass flow rate is higher for the CFX computations than for the BladeGen+ results. This is due to geometric differences in the two computational models. The two models have identical rotor geometries, with a blade height of 3 mm at the trailing edge. However, the CFX model includes an additional 1 mm clearance between the rotor tip and the shroud, for a total passage height of 4 mm at the outlet. Thus the tip clearance spans 25 % of the overall passage height or 33 % of the blade height. Since tip clearance cannot be modelled in BladeGen+, its calculations were made for a passage height corresponding to the span of the rotor blades (3 mm at the outlet). This also had the effect of reducing the channel cross-sectional area in the throat region (near the leading of the splitter blade), and thus
reducing the choking mass flow rate for the BladeGen+ computations. In retrospect, it would have been preferable to perform the BladeGen+ calculations for the full, actual passage height.

![Figure 8.1: Total pressure characteristic of the test rig impeller predicted by ANSYS CFX](image)

Figure 8.1 also shows a lower pressure rise predicted by CFX than predicted by BladeGen+ for a given non-dimensional mass flow rate. Again this is a result of the modelled tip clearance. The resulting tip clearance leakage flow increases total pressure losses and subsequently reduces the isentropic efficiency as seen in Figure 8.2. As expected the leakage flow has a greater effect on the impeller performance at higher
rotational speeds. The leakage flow also has the potential to cause trailing edge separation near the shroud and further reduce the pressure rise and efficiency. The effect of the tip clearance is investigated further in Section 8.2.3 by examining the performance characteristics predicted by CFX for zero tip clearance.

8.2.2 Detailed Aerodynamic Performance

The predictions obtained with CFX can also be used to examine the detailed aerodynamics of the machine. The reference operating point examined is indicated on Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
Figure 8.3 shows the contours of relative Mach number at three constant span locations in the test rig impeller. Larger spanwise position corresponds to a plane closer to the shroud. With the tip clearance modelled, the 75 % spanwise position corresponds to the vane height at the trailing edge. As seen, there is a region of low velocity flow on the suction side of both blades near the trailing edge at 75 % span. This region is also present at 50 % span but only on the splitter blade. It is believed that this may be separation induced by the tip clearance leakage flow from the pressure side to the suction side of the blades. It is unclear why the main blade is seemingly less affected by the leakage flow.
The leading edge incidence on the main blade is approximately 10° at 10 % and 50 % span. At 75 % span the incidence is approximately 6°. As seen in Figure 8.3 this results in a region of over speed near the leading edge of the main blade at these spanwise locations. There is also evidence of low velocity fluid at 75 % span slightly downstream of the over speed. The local Mach numbers reached a maximum of approximately 1.4 near the leading edge and thus the region of over speed is expected to end in a shock wave. It is therefore possible that the low velocity fluid is evidence of a shock-induced separation bubble.

The contours of relative total pressure at three constant spanwise locations are shown in Figure 8.4. As seen there is a large total pressure loss half way through the passage at 75 % span. A similar total pressure loss is seen further downstream as the span is reduced. Again this is likely due to flow separation caused by the tip clearance leakage flow. Because the vane height decreases downstream, the constant 1 mm tip clearance is a larger percentage of the flow area near the trailing edge and therefore has a greater influence in this region. Also seen is a small region of low relative total pressure near the leading edge at 75 % span. This is further evidence of a possible shock-induced separation bubble.

Figure 8.4 also shows the boundary layer growth predicted by CFX. Although it is not very clear from the figure shown, it is evident that the growth is occurring much more slowly than predicted by BladeGen+ (Fig. 6.11). The subsequent total pressure losses due to viscous effects predicted by CFX are therefore less than those predicted by BladeGen+. The boundary layer growth predicted by CFX is expected to be more accurate because of the use of the more sophisticated SST turbulence model in CFX.
Figure 8.4: Contours of relative total pressure at multiple spans of the test rig impeller predicted by ANSYS CFX

The blade aerodynamic loading distribution for the test rig impeller was also predicted by ANSYS CFX. Figure 8.5 shows the loading distribution at mid-span for the main and splitter blades. As seen, the aerodynamic loading is highest after 60 % of the streamwise distance along the main blade. The loading distribution remains smooth along the main blade suction surface and this suggests that the flow remains attached. The aerodynamic loading of the splitter blade is significantly less than the main blade beyond about 60 % streamwise distance. This lower loading is the result of higher static pressures on the suction side of the splitter blade than on the main blade. Also seen in Figure 8.5 are over speeds resulting from the leading edge incidence on the main and splitter blades. The loading distribution of the main blade shows that work is being
transferred to the fluid along the entire 50 % span of the blade. However, the over speed on the splitter blade creates a short region of reversed loading near the leading edge.

Figure 8.5: Blade aerodynamic loading at mid span of the test rig impeller predicted by ANSYS CFX

![Graph showing blade aerodynamic loading](image)

Figure 8.6 compares the aerodynamic loading distribution for the main blade at 10 %, 50 % and 75 % span. The effect of the leading edge incidence on the blade loading can be seen for all three spanwise positions. At 10 % and 50 % span the loading distribution remains smooth beyond approximately 35 % streamwise position. However, at 75 % span there is a significant difference in the static pressure along the pressure side after 70 % streamwise position. The vane height near the trailing edge corresponds to the
75% spanwise position. Thus the pressure disturbance seen in the loading is the result of the data plane approaching the tip of the blade and the leakage flow over the tip.

![Figure 8.6: Blade aerodynamic loading at multiple spans of the test rig impeller main blade predicted by ANSYS CFX](image)

8.2.3 Effect of Tip Clearance on Impeller Performance

The comparison of the impeller performance characteristics predicted by BladeGen+ and ANSYS CFX were performed with the same impeller geometry. However, the BladeGen+ calculations were performed with zero tip clearance and the overall passage height of the BladeGen+ calculations is therefore equal to the vane height.
along the entire passage length (3 mm at the trailing edge). The CFX calculations were performed with the same impeller geometry but included the specified 1 mm tip clearance. The resulting passage height of the CFX calculations was therefore a constant 1 mm larger than the BladeGen+ predictions. At the trailing edge, this corresponds to a passage height of 4 mm and thus the tip clearance spans 25% of the flow passage. The size of the tip clearance relative to the blade height at the trailing edge is significantly larger than would be expected for a well designed compressor and was the result of manufacturing constraints in the present case. It was therefore decided to investigate the effect of the tip clearance on the impeller performance. To do so, the geometry used in the BladeGen+ predictions was repeated in ANSYS CFX. It was then possible to confirm that the differences between the CFX and BladeGen+ predictions are mainly due to the differences in the passage height and the effect of tip leakage.

Figure 8.7 and 8.8 show the performance characteristics of the test rig impeller for the two geometries as predicted by ANSYS CFX. Also shown are the original zero-tip-clearance predictions of BladeGen+. To reduce clutter the BladeGen+ data points have been represented with a solid line. As can be seen the total pressure rise and isentropic efficiency predicted by CFX for zero tip clearance \((\tau / b_{TE} = 0 \%)\) is greater than those predicted by BladeGen+, particularly at higher rotational speeds. This is probably partly due to the turbulence model used in BladeGen+ and its tendency to over predict the total pressure losses. The CFX predicted pressure rise and efficiency with zero tip clearance modelled \((\tau / b_{TE} = 0 \%)\) is also greater than the pressure rise and efficiency predicted using CFX with the tip clearance modelled \((\tau / b_{TE} = 25 \%)\). Again this is expected and is due to the tip leakage and its corresponding total pressure losses. As mentioned before, the choking mass flow rate is greater with the tip clearance modelled and is a result of the increased throat area. It is therefore clear that the performance of the test rig impeller is strongly influenced by the tip clearance.
Figure 8.7: Effect of tip clearance on the predicted pressure rise characteristic of the test rig impeller
8.3 STAGE PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

8.3.1 Stage Performance Characteristics

For future testing in the rotating test rig a volute and compressor casing for the test rig compressor were also designed and manufactured. This section therefore presents the predicted performance for the complete stage.
The complete stage of the test rig compressor was modelled and solved using ANSYS CFX. In axial compressor design a complete stage consists of both a rotor and stators. In the case of a centrifugal compressor the diffuser and possibly a volute function as the stators. Due to the complexity of the geometry of the test rig compressor the diffuser was not separately modelled in CFX. Instead the impeller domain was extended beyond the trailing edge to approximately mid way through the vaneless diffuser. The remaining diffuser passage was obtained by extending the inlet of the volute domain upstream. The domain modelled within CFX therefore consists of only two components, the impeller and the volute. For this reason, the complete stage of the test rig impeller is stated as consisting of the impeller and volute, corresponding to the two domains used in CFX. As a result of the models used, the diffuser passage contains both stationary and rotating walls. The shroud wall is stationary for the entire radial length of the diffuser. However the hub wall, which extends from the impeller through half the radial length of the diffuser, is specified as a rotating wall. In retrospect it might have been better to model the hub surface beyond the trailing edge as a separate, stationary wall.

The stage total pressure ratio characteristic of the test rig compressor is shown in Figure 8.9. The same rotational speeds were examined as for the impeller-only calculations presented in Section 8.2. For comparison, the impeller-only performance predictions are also shown. The reference operating point corresponds to the conditions used to obtain more detailed aerodynamic predictions of the stage and to obtain the performance of the volute, as will be discussed later.

As seen in Figure 8.9 the peak total pressure rise predicted for the complete stage is lower than that for the impeller alone. This is expected and is the result of total pressure losses in the downstream diffuser and volute. The difference in the stage and impeller peak pressure ratio is greater at higher rotational speeds and is likely because of the increased velocities in the volute and the consequently increased total pressure losses.
Figure 8.9: Total pressure ratio characteristic of the test rig impeller and stage predicted by ANSYS CFX

The isentropic efficiency characteristic of the complete test rig compressor stage is shown in Figure 8.10. Again the peak efficiency is higher for the impeller only than the complete stage and is due to total pressure losses through the volute and their effect on the efficiency of the complete stage. Figure 8.10 also shows a higher peak efficiency for both the impeller and stage at the lower rotational speed. This is again believed to be the result of reduced velocities within the volute and thus lower total pressure losses at the lower rotational speed. The effect of the tip leakage within the impeller may also be reduced at lower rotational speeds.
8.3.2 Constant Span Contour Plots

Contour plots of predicted relative Mach number and relative total pressure for the impeller within the complete stage have been plotted from the CFX predictions. The data were obtained from the results at the same reference operating points shown in Figures 8.9 and 8.10.

Figure 8.11 shows the relative Mach number contours on three constant spanwise planes. The blades labelled A through D are the source of the blade loading plots.
discussed later. Since the computational domain included the tip clearance, the plane at 75 % span corresponds to the vane height near the trailing edge. Figure 8.11 shows large circumferential variations of the relative Mach number. As seen a low velocity region is present between the 90° and 270° positions and the remaining half of the circumference has regions of higher velocities. One such region of high velocity fluid is near the trailing edge, between the 315° and 45° positions, on the blade suction surface, at 10 % span. This region corresponds to the region within the volute with the smallest cross-sectional area. The high Mach numbers are believed to be a result of the volute's inability to swallow the flow uniformly around the circumference, as discussed later in Section 8.4. Thus the performance of the impeller seems to be affected significantly by the volute. The region of low velocity fluid near the trailing edge at 75 % span is a result of the tip clearance and the corresponding leakage flow.

Also shown in Figure 8.11 is a region of high velocities near the leading edge of the main and splitter blades, around half the circumference, on all three constant span planes. The magnitude of the over speed is similar to that seen in the impeller without the volute as discussed in Section 8.2.2. However, the over speed shown in Figure 8.11 occurs on both the pressure and suction side of the blade. The average incidence at the leading edge is approximately 7° and is a potential cause of the suction side over speed. However, positive incidence should not result in the local over speed seen on the pressure side. The leading edge region of the main and splitter blades is the minimum area section within the blade passage. Therefore, the high local Mach numbers may also be due to greater amounts of mass flow passing through the blade passages within the high velocity region. Again this is believed to be an effect of the volute on the performance of the impeller.
Figure 8.11: Contours of relative Mach number at multiple spans in the test rig impeller predicted by ANSYS CFX for the complete stage
The contours of relative total pressure at three constant span planes are shown in Figure 8.12. Again the circumferential non-uniformity is evident, particularly at the larger spans. As mentioned, the 75 % constant span plane corresponds to the vane height near the trailing edge. It is therefore likely that some of the total pressure losses seen at 75 % span are the result of the tip leakage flow. Also seen are small regions of reduced total pressure near the leading edge on the suction surface of several main blades at 50 % and 75 % span. The reduced total pressure is likely the result of the positive incidence and a resulting separation of the flow from the suction surface. In all instances the flow appears able to re-attach, creating a small separation bubble. The local Mach number exceeds 1.0 upstream of all the separation bubbles. It is therefore possible that the separation bubbles are shock-induced.
Figure 8.12: Contours of relative total pressure at multiple spans in the test rig impeller predicted by ANSYS CFX for the complete stage
Figure 8.13: Contours of static pressure at multiple spans in the test rig impeller predicted by ANSYS CFX for the complete stage

Figure 8.13 shows the static pressure variation at constant span locations of 50% and 100%. A circumferential variation is again seen at the leading and trailing edges on both planes. More interestingly the trends seen in the static pressure at the shroud (100% span) are also evident within the vane passage of the rotor (50% span). Similar results were obtained for the Turbonetics T04E-50 impeller predictions. This again suggests that if the CFD predictions are correct, experimental data taken from the shroud surface can give some insights into the flow within the vane passages of the impeller. As mentioned
previously, this would require the measurement of instantaneous static pressures on the shroud surface using fast response pressure transducers, which are not currently available in the rotating test rig.

The experimental results for the Turbonetics T04E-50 impeller did not show such extreme circumferential variations. Although the circumferential non-uniformities were evident near the volute, there was little variation near the trailing edge or elsewhere within the impeller. The differences in the circumferential variations of the T04E-50 impeller and the new test rig impeller are thought to be in part due to the shorter vaneless diffuser length present in the new test rig impeller. It is therefore possible that significant effects upstream can be the result of downstream components. Thus, accurate aerodynamic predictions of centrifugal compressor designs cannot always be obtained using a model of the impeller alone.

Figure 8.14 shows the contours of absolute total pressure at mid-span of the test rig impeller. The cross-sections indicated as 1 and 2 are used to generate the exit plane total pressure and flow angle distributions discussed in the next section. They were selected since they represent regions of low and high total pressure at the impeller exit. The cross-sections range from 0° to 36° and 180° to 216° circumference respectively and represent the flow from one complete blade-splitter pair. As seen in Figure 8.14 the majority of the compression is occurring near the trailing edge and is expected based on the increased blade speed at larger radii. The regions of highest total pressure near the trailing edge occur at approximately 270°. This circumferential location corresponds to the region of the tongue and indicates its possible influence on the impeller flow.
8.3.3 Exit Plane Total Pressure and Flow Angle Distributions

The variations of absolute total pressure at the impeller exit plane from 0° to 36° and 180° to 216° are shown for three spanwise locations in Figures 8.15 and 8.16 respectively. The circumferential locations are indicated on Figure 8.14. The impeller exit plane is located downstream of the trailing edge at 100 % of the trailing edge passage height.
Figure 8.15 shows the circumferential region with the lower total pressure: region 1 on Figure 8.14. As seen, the total pressure varies by approximately 0.6 MPa across the three spanwise locations. This variation corresponds to about 85% of the dynamic pressure mass-averaged over the data plane. Clearly, the spanwise variation of total pressure indicates that total pressure measurements made at a single spanwise location, as can be obtained on the rotating test rig, will not give an accurate measure of the average total pressure at the rotor outlet.

![Figure 8.15: Variation of total pressure between 0° and 36° circumference at the exit plane of the test rig impeller predicted in the complete stage](image-url)
Figure 8.16: Variation of total pressure between 180° and 216° circumference at the exit plane of the test rig impeller predicted in the complete stage

Figure 8.16 shows the variation of total pressure at the exit plane of the impeller between 180° and 216°; the higher total pressure region indicated as cross-section 2 on Figure 8.14. As seen, the low total pressure regions of the blade wakes are clearly defined at both 10 % and 50 % span. At 90 % span in both circumferential regions the total pressure variation is nearly uniform. This is somewhat surprising since these calculations are downstream of the tip gap and the flow should be part of the tip leakage flow. The uniformity of the total pressure suggests that the tip leakage flow has not yet rolled up into the expected tip leakage vortex. The spanwise variation of total pressure
between $180^\circ$ and $216^\circ$ is larger than that between $0^\circ$ and $36^\circ$ and further emphasizes the challenges involved in measuring the impeller exit total pressure in experimental testing.

![Figure 8.17: Variation of flow angle between $0^\circ$ and $36^\circ$ circumference at the exit plane of the test rig impeller predicted in the complete stage](image)

Figures 8.17 and 8.18 show the flow angle variations at the three constant span locations from $0^\circ$ to $36^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ to $216^\circ$ respectively. The spanwise variation of flow angle is greater than $50^\circ$ and any flow angle measurements will clearly also be sensitive to the spanwise positioning of the measurement probes at the exit plane.
8.3.4 Blade Loadings

The loading distributions for two representative blade sets are shown in Figures 8.19 and 8.20. The selected blades are indicated on Figure 8.11 and represent the extremes seen in the aerodynamic loading of all blades. Blade set A-B is located with the trailing edges close to the $0^\circ$ circumferential position and lies within a region of higher relative Mach numbers and lower relative total pressure. Blade set C-D is located with the trailing edges close to $180^\circ$ circumference and lies within a region of lower relative Mach numbers and higher relative total pressure.
Blade A: Main Blade at $\theta_{re} = 0$ deg
Blade C: Main Blade at $\theta_{re} = 180$ deg
$N = 110,000$ RPM
$\Pi_m = 0.0558$

Figure 8.19: Main blade aerodynamic loading distribution from the test rig compressor stage

Blade B: Splitter Blade at $\theta_{re} = 0$ deg
Blade D: Splitter Blade at $\theta_{re} = 180$ deg
$N = 110,000$ RPM
$\Pi_m = 0.0558$

Figure 8.20: Splitter blade aerodynamic loading distribution from the test rig compressor stage
The majority of the blade force occurs after the 60 % streamwise location for both the main blades (Fig. 8.19) and the splitter blades (Fig. 8.20). The effects of the non-uniformity of the volute are also seen in the loading distributions and extend to the leading edge. In particular, the static pressure is higher along blade set C-D because of the reduced Mach numbers in the leading edge region. In addition, the circumferential non-uniformity has resulted in local over speeds at the leading edge of blades A-B which have affected their respective loading distributions. The effect on the leading edge of the splitter blade B is sufficient to cause a region of reversed loading on the main blade A at the same streamwise position.

8.4 Volute Performance and Its Effect on the Impeller

8.4.1 Performance Characteristics With and Without Volute

The total pressure and isentropic efficiency characteristics of the impeller within the complete stage are shown in Figures 8.21 and 8.22 respectively. The impeller performance within the stage was obtained from the same computational runs as the complete stage; however the results were generated for an outlet plane at the trailing edge of the rotor instead of the volute outlet. The impeller performance within the complete stage is also compared to the overall stage and impeller only characteristics presented in Section 8.3.1. The indicated operating point is used for more detailed examination of the aerodynamic results for the volute, as discussed later.

As expected the total pressure rise and efficiency is lower for the complete stage than for the impeller alone or for the impeller within the stage. This is a result of the large total pressure losses through the volute particularly at the higher rotational speed.
Figure 8.21: Total pressure ratio characteristic of the test rig impeller with and without the volute predicted by ANSYS CFX

The volute loss coefficient ($K$) is defined as:

$$K = \frac{P_{01} - P_{02}}{P_{01} - P_{s1}} \quad (8.1)$$

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the inlet and outlet of the volute respectively. The volute loss coefficient is predicted to be between approximately 0.5 and 0.6 for all unchoked operating points on the 110,000 RPM speed line. From Japikse and Baines (1997) the volute loss coefficient for well designed machines is typically between 0.2 and
0.4. Clearly the volute is not appropriately designed for the given operating conditions. The poor performance of the volute is largely a result of the vaneless diffuser used in the test rig compressor. Although originally designed as a vaned diffuser, the diffuser was manufactured without vanes due to manufacturing constraints. Since the diffuser length remained unchanged the flow is not sufficiently diffused and the flow entering the volute has a much higher velocity and flow angle than originally designed for.

Figure 8.22: Efficiency characteristic of the test rig impeller with and without the volute predicted by ANSYS CFX

The volute is reducing the potential overall stage performance that could be achieved with a more appropriate design. In addition to the reduction of the stage total
pressure rise and efficiency, the volute is also affecting the performance of the impeller within the stage. As mentioned on several occasions the presence of the volute has created circumferential non-uniformities within the diffuser and the impeller. It appears that some total pressure loss may have been incurred in the impeller due to the upstream effects of the volute. This is evident from Figures 8.21 and 8.22 because the resulting total pressure rise and efficiency of the impeller with the volute present is lower than the impeller alone. However, as seen from the experimental measurements of the T04E-50 compressor, a well designed diffuser of sufficient radial length could prevent circumferential non-uniformities of the volute from being propagated upstream to the impeller.

8.4.2 Mach Number and Total Pressure Contours

It has been shown that the presence of the volute within the compressor stage has reduced the performance of the impeller. It is believed that circumferential non-uniformities induced in the impeller by the volute are one cause of this performance reduction. To provide more insight into the cause of the circumferential non-uniformity more detailed predictions of the flow through the volute have also been obtained.

Figure 8.23 shows the Mach number contours through the volute domain on a plane that corresponds to 50 % span at the impeller trailing edge. The operating point used is indicated on Figures 8.21 and 8.22. The flow enters the volute computational domain at approximately halfway through the diffuser passage. As seen in Figure 8.23, around the majority of the circumference the flow enters with circumferential variations due to the rotor blade wakes only. The locations of the wakes are fixed relative to the volute because the complete stage solutions were obtained using the Frozen-Rotor approximation, as discussed in Section 5.3. Between the circumferential positions of 135° and 225° there is a region of high Mach numbers that extend through the diffuser passage and into the volute.
Figure 8.23: Contours of Mach number within the volute domain

Figure 8.24 shows the mass flow rate distribution around the circumference of the volute inlet. Each symbol represents the mass flow rate through a 10° section of the inlet divided by the section area. As seen the mass flow rate per unit area is highest between the 135° and 225° circumferential positions. Thus the high Mach numbers (Fig. 8.23) in this circumferential range are the result of increased mass flow rate entering the volute computational domain in this region. The circumferential non-uniformities are therefore a result of the volute’s inability to swallow the flow uniformly. Figure 8.24 also shows a sudden decrease in mass flow rate in the tongue region (between 90° and 135°) and further illustrates the tongues influence on the flow.
Despite the non-uniformity, the volute delivers the flow to the discharge pipe with a relatively uniform Mach number. The cross-section inset in Figure 8.23 is re-plotted in Figure 8.25 with a reduced Mach number scale. The flow near the outlet has a mass-averaged Mach number of approximately 0.4 distributed relatively uniformly around the area.

Figure 8.24: Mass flow rate distribution at the volute inlet
Figure 8.25: Mach number distribution near the volute exit

Figure 8.26 shows the total pressure contours at the same axial plane as the results in Figure 8.23. As seen there are variations in the total pressure around the circumference of the volute. In particular there is a region of lower total pressure from the 0° to 90° circumferential positions. The reduced total pressure seems to originate from within the impeller, but this may be induced an upstream effect of the volute. Again the cross-section inset in Figure 8.26 is re-plotted with a reduced scale in Figure 8.27. The total pressure variation across the outlet area is approximately 0.15 MPa, which is 12% of the mass-averaged total pressure and 120% of the mass-averaged local dynamic pressure.
Figure 8.26: Contours of total pressure within the volute domain

Figure 8.27: Total pressure distribution near the volute exit
9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

9.1 CONCLUSIONS

The design of the new rotating test rig centrifugal compressor impeller has been presented. The impeller was designed to eliminate manufacturing problems present in a previous impeller designed for the Raven Zero-Emission Gas Turbine compressor. The new test rig impeller was successfully manufactured by Deloro-Stellite. Preliminary CFD predictions of the test rig impeller, performed using CFX-BladeGen, have been presented. In addition, the test rig impeller was used to further investigate the influence of working fluid on the impeller design geometry. This process also used CFX-BladeGen. It was found that simple geometric modifications could partially counteract the influence of working fluid on the impeller performance. However, it was found that the geometric modifications could be used to adjust the aerodynamic performance at only one operating point on a given constant speed operating line.

More detailed aerodynamic predictions of the test rig impeller were then made using ANSYS CFX. These computations were applied to both the impeller only and the complete stage. It was found from these predictions that significant losses in the test rig compressor performance were to be expected as the result of the geometries of the vaneless diffuser and the volute. In addition, the effects of the volute seemed to extend into the impeller, which suggests that compressor performance cannot be predicted reliably using a model of only the impeller unless the diffuser extends significantly in the radial direction. The detailed aerodynamic predictions also showed significant spanwise and circumferential variations of flow velocity, flow angularity and total pressure downstream of the impeller trailing edge. This indicates that detailed circumferential and
spanwise measurements are needed to obtain experimental data that can be used to accurately determine the impeller only overall performance.

Due to time constraints the collection of experimental data for the test rig impeller was not possible. Instead, experimental data were collected and presented for an existing Turbonetics T04E-50 compressor. Modifications were made to the rotating test rig to allow the total pressure and flow angle to be measured in the diffuser passage near the impeller exit. The measurements were taken at approximately midspan and were compared to detailed aerodynamic performance predictions of the T04E-50 impeller along the same spanwise location. Reasonable agreement was found between the experimental data and the CFD predicted values at midspan for the range of operating points that could be examined. However, the aerodynamic predictions also showed significant spanwise variations in the flow near the impeller exit. Similar to the test rig impeller, the aerodynamic predictions of the T04E-50 impeller indicate that measurements made at midspan near the impeller exit will not be representative of the mass-averaged impeller outlet flow. The test rig modifications also included the addition of shroud surface static pressures. Again, these measurements were compared to the computations and reasonable agreement was found.

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The next step following from the present work is to obtain experimental performance results for the re-designed test rig compressor for comparison to the CFD predictions presented here. Before the test rig impeller is installed in the rotating test rig the impeller will need to be dynamically balanced. In addition, the manufacture of the compressor casing still needs to be completed. The CFD predictions of the test rig impeller, with zero tip clearance modelled, were performed using a reduced passage height. This was the case for the calculations using CFX-BladeGen+ and ANSYS CFX. To provide a more appropriate comparison to the predictions of the test rig impeller with
tip clearance modelled, the calculations with zero tip clearance should be performed using the full, actual passage height. It would also be worthwhile to perform CFD predictions for the new test rig compressor using an extended radial diffuser length. By extending the radial length of the diffuser it may be possible to reduce the circumferential variations near the impeller outlet and reduce the uncertainty in the rotatable total pressure probe measurements. The volute would also need to be re-designed and a new compressor casing would have to be manufactured such that the experimental data and the CFD predictions are obtained using the same geometry.

Time permitting it would have been desirable to obtain more experimental data using the rotatable total pressure probes. By collecting more data using the same measurement methods it would be possible to provide an estimate of the repeatability of the measurements. In addition, the productivity and quality of the rotatable total pressure probe measurements could be improved by automating their rotation. This would allow the probe angles to be altered during a given run, which should significantly reduce the time requirements for measuring a single operating point. In addition, the uncertainty in matching operating points from run to run would be eliminated.

The effect of working fluid on the aerodynamic performance of a compressor is still not fully understood. One possible approach for investigating this issue further would be to perform an analysis of the impeller performance with working fluids with similar isentropic exponents and different gas constants.

Lastly, the accuracy of the ANSYS CFX predictions of the test rig compressor might be improved in a couple of ways:

- Obtain time accurate solutions for all computational cases.

- Specify all walls of the diffuser as separate surfaces. This will allow the portion of the hub wall which extends into the diffuser from the impeller domain to be
specified as a stationary wall and should result in more physically realistic predictions of the flow in the diffuser.

Further attempts should also be made to obtain converged solutions at operating points with lower mass flow rates. This would provide more operating points for comparison to experimental data. Solutions for a wider range of mass flow rates may be possible using time accurate calculations.
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APPENDIX: CURVE FIT EQUATIONS OF FLUID PROPERTIES

The following are the curve fit equations taken from Irvine (1984) used to determine the fluid properties of dry air and water vapour.

**DRY AIR**

\[
c_p(T) = \sum_{n=0}^{n=4} a_n T^n \quad \frac{kJ}{kgK}
\]

- \(a_0 = 1.03409\)
- \(a_1 = -284.887 \times 10^{-6}\)
- \(a_2 = 781.6818 \times 10^{-9}\)
- \(a_3 = -497.0786 \times 10^{-12}\)
- \(a_4 = 107.7024 \times 10^{-15}\)

\[
\gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_p - R}, \quad R = 0.287040\frac{kJ}{kgK}
\]

**WATER VAPOUR**

\[
c_p(T) = 237.6 \times 10^{-9} T^2 - 97.9 \times 10^{-6} T + 1.847 \quad \frac{kJ}{kgK}
\]

\[
\gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_p - R}, \quad R = 0.46189\frac{kJ}{kgK}
\]
\[ P_{\text{sat}} = e^{\left(\sum_{n=3}^{9} a_n T^n\right)} - \left(\frac{b}{T-c}\right) \text{ kPa} \]

\[ a_0 = 10.4592 \quad a_1 = -4.04897 \times 10^{-3} \quad a_2 = -4.1752 \times 10^{-5} \]
\[ a_3 = 3.6851 \times 10^{-7} \quad a_4 = -1.0152 \times 10^{-9} \quad a_5 = 8.6531 \times 10^{-13} \]
\[ a_6 = 9.03668 \times 10^{-16} \quad a_7 = -1.9969 \times 10^{-18} \quad a_8 = 7.79287 \times 10^{-22} \]
\[ a_9 = 1.91482 \times 10^{-25} \quad b = 3968.06 \quad c = 39.5735 \]